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This work includes the study of the soils of the provinces of 
Hue sea and Zaragoza. with a total extension of B.2000000 acres corresponding 
to 3.300.000 Hectares; the main part of it concerns the drawing of soil 
maps of these provinces at a scale 1:250 .. 000 and the complementary part 
deals with the laboratory study of the samples of soils and the wording 
of the e:x:plicatory -report. 
The field work has been carried out by a mobile team fanned by 
two teclmicians who have used aerial photographs and topographic maps 
of a scale 1:50.000. Thus we have worked at a scale much more detailed 
than the one of the publication, which has allowed us to reduce considerably 
the errors that could have been made in the separation of the different 
soil Series. The field studies have oonsisted in the identification of the 
different soil series or complexes of them by means of the investtgation 
of soil profiles-and taking up samples of soils. The different soil series, 
as this region is typical:cy- of a semi-arid character, are in close relation 
to the geolo3ical material so that the great soil series have been su.12_ 
divid13d into soil series having as a base the lithological diversity that 
is in closest relation to the nature of the profile. In the field-research . 
we have applied the Method of Free Cartography for the separation of the 
different soil series,, by making trips all along the different zones and 
aepaTating them on the topograpl1ical map attending to the external factors, 
such as: topography, colour, texture, vegetation and the nature of the 
parent-rock. Also aerial photography has been a very valuable instrument 
in the separation of soils, especially in the zo:nes of a difficult access, 
as the fonns of );eathering of soils without vegetation are different according 
-~---------- ---- --~-- -- ---------------------------------
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to the geological material. 
With the samples taken up in the field we have carried out the 
pertinent analyses in the laboratory; they are the following; granulometrio 
analy1.da, pH, organic matter, Nitrogen, dampness, determination of the 
mi.neralogioal composition of clay by mean.a of the techniques of thermical 
differential analysis, dehydration curves, X-Hays and electronic microscope, 
the determination of the minerals of the sand fraction by maa.ns of the 
petrographic microsoopa, buae-exchanga capacity, hygroscopic coefficient, 
retention capacity, soil penneubility and plasticity. 
With these data and those ta.ken on the field we have v10rded the 
explioatory report which comprises the following chapters: geographical 
description., gaologicul chllractaristica, climate, vegetation, economy and 
hydrogra.phy, description of the profiles, analytical reaulta, the study 
of the different soil series, agrologioa.l value, miru3ralogical study of sa.nda, 
mineralogical study of clays and physical properties in relation to the 
agrological value. 
The minf1ralogica.l study of sands has shovm that the light fractions 
are abundant, predominating those from quart~ whereas the dense fractions a.re 
scarce and formed almost exclusively by resistant and opaque minerals, which 
reslst sedimentation cycles and transport actions, and being affected only 
by mechanical actions. The moat frequent aBsooiation in the one formr~d 
by tourmalino-ziroon-rutile, frequently wi t.b. the a.ddi tion of titanium 
w1astasia-brokite oxides. 
In the mineralogical analysis of the clays wa have discovered the 
preaenoe of ka.olini te, illi te and rnontmorllloni te, with clear predornimmoe 
of illito over the other two. In some samples tho presence of vermlculite and 
sepiolite has also been obaarved. 
Through the physical properties of the different soil series we have 
been able to observ-e the close relation between these physical properties and 
the agrological value of the same, the main physical faotora that determine 
the natural fertility of the different soil aeriea being the retention capacity 
for water and the structui~. 
INTRODUCTION 
Geographical description 
In the framework of the general study of the Ebro Valley soils, 
following upon that of the Provinces of Logrono and Navarre, we are con. 
sidering, this year, those of Saxagossa And Hueaca, whose joint area is 
about 33,000 sq. Km., equivalent to e,200,000 acres. But before procee.!!_ 
ing to our short description we ought to mention that in some caaea, to 
avoid unnecessary repetition, we have passed over certain points and n.Q. 
tions already dealt with in the study of Logrono and Navarre. 
The two Provinces which fonn the subject of ou.r study this year 
are si tua.ted between the meridians 12 31' and 42 27 1 Ee of Madrid and 
latitude 402 56' and 422 55' North, being bounded on tho north by Fran 
ce, on the eust by the Provinces of Lerida and Tarragona, on the south 
by those of Teruel and Guadalajara and on the west by Soria, Logrono and 
NavaITe., 
As a result of the int~;raction of various physiographioal factors 
such as relief, both geographical and geological, climate and vegetation, 
it has been possible to distinguish five clearly different zones within 
the whole area cons ti tu ting peninsular Spain, each of which is, in i ta 
tum, subdivided into several natural regions. The whole of 'the Provinoe 
of Saragossa, with the southeni. half, roughly, of the Province of Huesca, 
belongs to the eastern zone, or "country", in which three natural regions 
can be distinguisheda the Iberian Plain, the region covered by the Celi 
iberian mountain system or Sierras, and that of the Iberian Sierras; the 
rest of the Province of Huesoa forming the eastern portion of the northern 
"country", which ia·the Pyrenean Region. 
The relief map of the Province of Saragossa is, in geraral, quite 
different from that of lluesoa since, whereas in the fo1.'mer the greater 
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part is oooupied by country belonging to the Iberian Plain, and only the 
southernmost pa.rt is influenced by the f oot_.hills of the momttain-ranges 
which form the marginal sierras, almost half the province of Huesca is 
irregular in contour and preeonta some of the Vlildest a.nd most awe-inspi.t, 
ing mountain scenery in the whole pen1.nsulae 
Although most treatises on physice.l geography e-€Z'ee in dividing 
the vl.nole province of H':1esca between these two natural regions 9 namely the 
Iberian Plain, and the Pyrenea.n region, the latter may be subdivided, and 
we have therefore d.iat1nguished three areas with qui ta different orographic, 
botanical, climatio, and geognost:i.c charader:i.stioa;· namelyp the rLorthern 
Pyrenea.n region~ or cen-tre.l range of the Pl;reneea r the sub-Py:renea.n or 
central, and the southern region, or Plain. 
The central range of the Pyrenees stretches through the north of the 
province of Hueaoa, from the French frontier, in a line roughly parallel to 
it starting a little ·bo the no.rth of the Derdun Canal at the l~vel of. la.ti 
tu.de 42~ 35 1 , then ooming down slowly, but at steadily decreooing latitude, 
through the southern extremities of the valleys of .Ans6, Hecho? Aragties 
and Oanfrano, and a.long the Colla.rad.a Cotefablo and Santa Marina, whence it 
jumpr:; to the Pefia Montafiesa anrl then, foJ.lowing the coui·se of the River 
Esera nor·l;h of Campo, continues along the Turb6n and. Sierra de Beranuy into 
the province of Lerida to the south of Villaler., 
Tb.is region7 thua defined, is the true Pyrenean range, the most 
abrupt,. end most rugged~ of Spnnish mountain rangesp a. veritable rampart 
suzi71ounted by lofty peaks many of 'Which are more than 3,000 metres· high, 
among which the most outstan.ding are the massifs of La Malad.eta, the Three 
Sisters, the Vignemale,. the BalaitUB and the Mont Perdu, the two last-
, 
mentioned 3, 146 and 3,237 Dh high respectively, the highest point in the 
Pyrenees being the Pico de .Aneto, in the Maladeta massif, which is 3,404 
metres higho These peeks are Stu.""lllounted by slender needles of granite or 
by hard, abrupt formations of limestone rook, with glaciers oomlllg down 
from them, fanning the headwaters of the high motll'l.te.in: valleyso .As ~ 
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amplee of the harmonious combinaUon of valley, forest end rugged mountain 
peak, we may mention a number o:f spo~s in the Aragonese Pyrenees, such ae 
the valleys of .Atlad, Hecho, Canfrano, Benaaque, Broto, Tena, and Pineta;but 
the spot in which nature has concentrated a.11 its beauties is the Valley 
of Ordeaa, at the back of the Cirque de Gavarnie, now declared a National 
Park on account of its remarkable oharaoter$ 
The Central, or Sub-Pyranean, Region stretches from the imagina.r;y 
line, just mentioned as the limit of the northern Pyrenea.n region, dom 
to the southern elopes of the Sierras of Raaal, Gratal, Guara, Alquezar, 
Naval, Estadilla., Aguinoliu, Juseu9 Mongay and Sabin6e, on the west into 
the province of Sa.ragossaf in ·&he Sierra de Santo Domingo? and on the east 
into that of Urida in the Montseoh. All these ranges, the last foot-hills 
of the Pyrenees, we shall call the Central Chein, so as to distinguish 
them from other, lower, sierras and mountains l)etween this and the Central 
Pyrenean Range, and esp;icially from those vmich form the sou.them border 
of the province of Huesca with Saragossa, such as the Sierras of Aloubie:rre 
and Ontinena. In this central part heights vary betvveen 400 and 2,000 m.2_ 
tres, whereas in the northern part they go from 700 up to 3,000 $ Lastly, 
there is the southern region.of the province of Huesoa, or Plainp with 
heights ranging from 250 up ·to 5001 whic!i is part of the great Iberian Plain. 
In the province of Saragossa. we can distingu:.tsh three separate 
natural areas. The largest is that whioh fonns part of this same Iberian 
Plain, a uniformly flat region without any considerable variatiOns of al ti 
tude (between 250 and 500 m.,), only relieved by a few residual heights of 
erosive origin whioh do not, however go beyond. 700 metres in height, among 
whioh we may mention the Sierra de Aloubierre, and the mountains of Caste-
jdno Thia erosive prooess 9 which is basically of' fluviast:Uc origin, is 
particularly in:tenae in th:l.1:1 region and is duo to the following causes l the 
ob.araoter of the soft, incohesive material that fills the river-basin, the 
frequently squally ohara.oter of 'l;he rainfall, a.nd thirdly the laak of any 
vegetation capable of mitigating the of:feo·~s of eros:l.on, all of which, 
added to the dryness of tho climate, produces a semi-deser·I; type of lan.!!, 
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son.pa, in which the full-flowing Ebro 9 as it traverses the plain, mitigates 
the appearanoe of extreme aridity whioh characterizes this part of the 
oountry, due also• in part, to the oo.nsiderable concentration of gypsum 
in these two provinoes, especially that of Saragossa.. Three large regions 
mavr be distinguished in the Ib~rian plain in wh:l.ch there is thia predorn,i. 
nanoe of gypsums. Two are to be found along the two banks of the Ebro: 
that which surrounds it on the north and, beginning at Tauste, stretches 
oontinuoualy as far as Pefla.lba, end the region to the south of the river 
which strertohes from the neighbourhood of Borja. as far as Quinto, passing 
through Pina and Belohite. The third gy:pseou.a area, which is a considerably 
narrower fringe, is confined to the proV:i.noe of Huesca. It starts at Peral 
till.a, skirts Ba.rbastro to the south, :passes, further on, through Te.ma.rite 
de L::Ltera, and. e:xtends into the province of Lerida by Alfa.rri1a. I.a.stly, 
we may mention, as a morphological mu t very typical of this Iberian Plain, 
the area formed by a series o:f what we lllB\Y describe as mool'-like platea.m: 
covered with a. k.iDd of mantle of rough alluvial matter, known in Aragon · 
as 11Planas11 ; ttSaaoa" or "Saaillos" (Flats). 
In .an area as vaet as the Iberian Plain we naturally find, within 
the generally unifom character of the area, a large number of distinctive 
natural r~giona under different names, but mostly not clearly delimited. 
Thus, we have U>s Monogroe, a markedly steppe-like region between the Ebro 
and. the Sierra de Alcubierre; el Castellar, which covers ·l;he area, on the 
left bank of the Ebro, bet-ween the ru.vers Gallego and Arba1 the plain of 
-Plaaenoia, along the right bank of the Ebro, which is the <:1.rea between the 
R:LvQrs Huecha and Jalon; the flats of la Violada, to the north of the Ebro 
along the road from Saragossa to Hueaca; Las Bard.enaa, a dry, desert-like 
area, situated on the borders of the provinces of Saragossa and NavarreJ 
an4 1 lastly, the country knov.n as Laa Cinco Villas, an eminently oereal-
pmuoing area, now ~eing completely transfo:nned by the new irrigation 
wo:tike, between Navarre and the River Gallego, the north.em extension of 
El Oaetellar, whioh stretches up to the outennost spurs of the PyTenees. 
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The other two natural reg-lons of whioh the p:rovlnca of Saragossa 
oooupies a pa.rt are those of the Cel tiberian and Iberian Sierras o One is, 
in faot, a prolongation of the other, with onJ..y the depression formed by 
the River Jal6n lying crosswise between them. Together they form a series 
of ranges lying north-west to south~ea.st, with an average height of 700 
to 1,000 metreso Only the extrema south-western portion of the provinoe 
is included in these two na·tural regions 9 where 9 owing to the pro:x:imi·by 
of the Ebro valley, there are gradually descending al-ti tudes, so that 
the foot-hills of these two Sierra formations come to fo:rm part of the 
province of Saragossa .. Among the ranges belonging to the Celtiberian 
portion we may mention the Sierra de A.rmantes and the Sierm de la Virgen, 
and in the Iberian portion those of Vicort, Algarien~ Santa Cruz and El 
Salorioo The whole of this mountain system culminates in the Pico del 
Monceyo, which is 2, 313 metres high and belongs to the Cel tiberian Sie-
rras, on the border between the provinces of Saragossa and Soria: a ve!_i 
table vantage-point overlooking a large pa.rt of the Ebro valley • .Among 
the various natu:ral. regions which may be distinguished in this part of 
the province of Saragossa we may mention, as being of special interest, 
the "hollow" (Hoya) of Calata.yud, in the depression between the Celt-
iberian and Iberian pa.rta 9 watered by the River Jal6n, and the Vale of 
the Jilooa, by which it is watered, with Daroca. aa ita most thriving 
population-centre; two rich9 fertile valleys producing large quantities 
of vegetables a.nd, es:p3oially, fruit~ 
Climate 
Under th.is heading we are not attempting a thorough. meteorological 
study of the provinoea of Saragossa and Huesoav but are much more concert!, 
ed to give an overall survey ·which, while summary, will enable us to assess 
the influence of the climate on the development and further evolution of 
the soils and the pa.rt it plays in the agricultural uses to which they 
are put. 
The climate of the Ebro valley, l:ike a.nY other climate, has been 
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influenced by three groups of oauses: some constant, following the maroh 
of time, such as the effeots of solar heat; others varying in time in l'2. 
la.tion to their formation an.d intensi t-.r~ such as wind aJ.td rain; and the 
third group, those of a geograiili.ical na:bure 9 reacting on the other two, 
euah as relief o Under ·this :Last heading we may poin·t to the inland con.].i 
nenta.l chara.oter of the region, due to its rela.t:tvely low.,lying situation 
and hl8h marginal mountain roo:igea enclosing the valleyi a chat'aoter \fuioh 
:Ls expressed in Hs cultural and eoonomio 11 as well as in its overall 
climatic~ features. 
From a survey and analysis of a number of da-l;a. from different m.2_ 
:teorologioal obse:Natici:nsp we ha.Ye been ablei 'w dfo·binguish appreciablo 
di:f'ferenoes of climate inEJide the larger whole formed.by the two provinces, 
and so to divide it into a number of ol:J.ma.tic regions with different ch!!, -
ra.oterieticso :Butp as ·l;he olimate never varies sud.de~ from one region 
to Bll.other• the delimitation has to be only approximatep and we can even 
determine intermediate tra.nei tion areas be·tweer1 the various regions~ 
Within this larger Sa.mgossa--Jluesoa. area the following olima.tio 
regions may be dist:lnguishedn 
The Pyrenee.n Regionp which is one of' the raw~~ parts of Spain, with 
an annual rainfall ranging between 550 and 1350 mmep the differenoea being 
in rslaM.on to th.a altitude,. The winter ra..1.ns are generally brought by 
winds from the north, but the greater pa.rt of the rain that falls comes 
in spring and autumno The autumn 1"'aina origina:lie in the .Balearic depression~ 
e.1 thoµgh not exolusively11 but are always heavier than the rains from North 
Atlantic oyolonee., The ra.ilJy south-east wind.a sometimes provoke.heavy rain 
fall on the steep slopes of the Pyrenees a.t thia season. In spring, the 
heavy rains a.re to be attributed to looal oyolonese A alight mini.mum is 
observabls between. March and May, while July and August are not dry months. 
The number of re.llly daiY·a is high3 generally about 1009 and up to 112 
in Benasqueo Jfu.lls_ of snow are in.frequent at the lower altitudes - about 
seven days - ·but their frequency increases considerably with the altitude, 
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reaching up to 24 clays in Benasque~ the snow being generally brought by 
east winds. The mean annual temperatures of the lower parts of the area 
are generally round about 13, ffilile at higher altitudes they are progre§_ 
sively lmver, reaching 10 degrees in Benas~ueo 
The climate of this P,yrenean region is, as we see, very like that 
of the Navarrese Pyrenees, but with less Atlantic influence and more con. 
tinental character. It is a European. climate characterized by surrnner rain, 
fall, and· with more and more continental character as the latitude de 
creases in Ha d-escen"t towar-ds the .Ebro valley. 
The Southern and South·-eastern IleGion of the marginal Sierras, nam.2_ 
ly the Celtiberian and Iberiane ~~1e climate here is of fairly continental 
character, though with some summer rainfal, the mean rainfall beiug always 
·over 500 mm., with abundant snowfall in the cold winter season. But as the 
province of Saragossa is only affected by the foot~hills of these Sierras, 
the true climatio charaoter of tl1is zone is attenuated, so that in places 
where it baa been taken the rainfall does not amount to 500 mm., and the 
maa.n temprnature is above the figure proper to the climatic reg:i.on to which 
it really belongs. 
The Iberian Plain: a well-defined climatic region of the continental 
variety, with a very hard olimate, very cold, dry winters and very hot 
summers, also dryo There is a primary rainfall maximum in autumn, and ~ 
other, secondary, maximum in spring; hol'mver? as a general rule, the number 
of rainy days 1n the whole year does not reach 60, and. the number of days 
on which snow falls is, at the most, two. In autumn, the ra:inbeari:ng winds 
are usually the north-east and south-east, while during the other months 
of the year they are the north-west and.south-west. 'l'he mean temperature 
is round about 14 or 15 degrees, bu·t wi·th very great variations of temper§:. 
ture, generally greater in the northern part of the valley~ 
We give a table which surruna.rizes the data from observations at a 
number of stations whioh we consider to 'be representative, grouped according 
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to olimatio regions, but more numerous than those deedribed as general cases, 
since we have su"bdivided, the Pyrenean climatic region into the oentral 
Pyrenean and euu-P.Jrenean reg:l.one and have even dieti.ngtrlehed, between 
the latter mid the Iberian Plain, a zone of transition~ 
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Geologlcal survey 
In spite of the special difficulty they present, the provinces of 
Saragossa and Huesoa, largely owing to the attraction the Pyreneea have 
alway-a ~eroiaed on geological research workers, are among tho most careful 
ly studied and best lmown.9 geologically? of all Spanish provin.oes, especial 
ly, for this basic reason.p Huesoa. .. Even as late as last year a general geo 
logical survey of the whole Ebro basin was oarrled out, including its hi!t 
torioal evolution, and we shall therefore try to incorporate a geological 
synthesis, however brief, of both provinoes (with which we shall~ however, 
deal separately) in ·the preaen~ reportu 
The northern part of the province of Hueeca is occupied by the ma~u 
Pyrenean chain, or Higher Pyrenees,. which consist of Palaeozoio form.a:tions, 
representing a violent Heroynian fold, with numerous granitic inclusions 
accompanied by their corresponding metamorphic a.ureoles. On.top of these 
lie disparate secondary formations: Pe:rmotriassia, 'l'riassio, Liaseio·, JurasQio, 
and Upper and Lower Cretaceous; howeve1•, the Triassic, Liasaiop Juraesio and 
Upper Cretaceous fonnations very CJ.uiokly cease to appear westwarda 9 leaving 
the Upper Cretaceous lyiri.g directly on top of the Palaeozoic or Permotriaesic; 
with very marked discordances. Oooaaionally Eocene, and even Oligocene f g_r-
mations are found resting· on the sou·bhern margin of the Upper Pyrenees, and 
partaking of their orographioal peouliaritiea. To the atrati~ra.ph.to co!!! 
plexity of the region is added its Alpine tectonic character wh:t.ch is gen~ 
rally speald.ng violent and extremely complioa ted°' 
To the south of this axial zone, the most rugged in the Pyrenees, 
is an Eocene-Oligocene depression whioh is prolonged into Wrida in the 
form of the great intermediate s;ynolinal depression of the Tremp basino 
This is bounded on the north by ·the aub-Pyrenean chains, Riglos 9 Gu.ara, 
Gratal, Eatada, eto., parallel to the Pyrenees, consisting entirely of 
visible geological fonnationa of Triassic, Upper Cretaceous, Eocene and 
Oligooene origin. They are clear Jui~asaio-8type folds constituting a fairly 
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simple antiolinorium turning off southwards. 
Lastly, we have the Flat Country, the beginning of the Iberian Plain, 
which oonaista of Oligocene and Miocene fonnations, in the form of sediments 
lying horizontally. 
In the province of Saragossa we distinguish two geological areas, 
one formed by T"ertiary terrains beloneing to the Iberian Plain, the other 
consisting of older material fonning the Celtiberian and Iberian chai.ns, 
Vii th the depression of the River Jal6n in between. 
But for the purposes of this summary we shall consider these two 
Sierras as forming a whole, consisting of a series of parallel ranges 
running N:\V to SW which we shall oa.11 the Iberian Chain. This chain begins 
in the Sierra. de la Demand.a, and it branches out, just after the point at 
which it enters the province of Saragossa, into two separate chains divided 
from one another by the Tertiary depression of Calatayud, .a river-baain 
which follows the course of the Jilooa and extends as far as Teruelo Of 
these two branches, the easternmost will be called the Eastem Iberian 
Chain, an.d. the other, naturally, the Western Iberian Ch.sin. 
They fol.'lll a geologica.l whole of considerable s tra. tigraphio oomplexi ty, 
oonsiating of Mesozoic terrains lying upon a Palaeozoio substratum, basioal 
ly of shales and quartzitee, which form, on emergence, the nuclei of a 
aeries of anticlinal folds of Saxon type parallel to the main line of the 
chain. 
We oan distinguish three important Palaeozoic zones2 a north-eastern, 
whiohi extends from north of Tabuenca to north-east of Meaones, a middle zone, 
starting from the Moncayo area and following the Sierras of the Virgin, of 
Algairen and of Herrera in.to the province of Teruel, at Montalban, and thiz:d 
ly, .another further west and including the Western Iberian Chains which, 
beginning at Almenar in the province of Soria, pases through Ateoa and 
stretohee as far as CalamooP.a in tha province of Teruel. 
Thia Palaeozoic formation consists of Cambrian and Silurian, and 
aome Devonian terrains which, starting at Montalban in the province of T!, 
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ruel, extends :into that of Saragossa in the neighbourhood of Luesma. In 
the latter province, no archaea.n, or pre-Cambrian terrains are found, the 
two insignificant patches of ig11eous rocks to be found between Luesma and 
Herrera being probably Silurian. 
Wi th:in the Mesozoic, we f:l..nd materials of basically Triassic origin 
represented by Keuper clays and iris marls and by multi-coloured Buntsanfi 
stein-type sandstones, without any middle Trias or ~foschelkalk, owing to 
tectonic phenomena. On the other hund, the Liassic and Jm.·assio are very 
i.mevenly represented in this portion of the province of Saragossao The 
Creta.oeoua, consisting mainly of hard. limeotoneo, and also marLs with banks 
of limestone no doubt belonging to the Upper Cenornanian, Turonien 9 and, 
in part, Senonian, is found in the form.of a long strip rururl.ng from north-
·wost to south-east through Alha.ma and widening out towards Campilloo 
Most of the Tertiary throughout this region belongs to the Upper 
Tertiary and covers, in the Calata.yud depression, from Sannatian to Pontian, 
showing a great variety of lithological faoies, since we find here gravels, 
sandstones, marls, lj.mestones, mid gypsums .. 
The rest of the province of Saragossa belones to the Ebro Valley, 
whioh, during Tertiary times, was filled up wi·U1 sedimentary material; most 
of it cove.red by Miocene, the Oligocene being confined to the west and north 
of the province. Apart from the Tertiary, we find only.a small patoh of 
Triassio limestones to the no:rth of Herrera and south of Be lchi te. All these 
Tertiary materi.als, especially the marls, sandstones, and limestones, have 
been povered over, throughout wide areas, with a stratum of alloohthonous 
stony soil dur:i.ng Quaternary times, giving rise to low moorlands, terraces, 
§.Ud solifluction deposits. 
Purely as an infonnative appendix, we may add a few notes on ·the 
mineral products of these two provinces, which are in general poor, since 
the mineral wealth has not been much exploited as a rule, either on account 
of the poverty of the deposits, or because local conditions are not faVOU!, 
able. 
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We give below, in summary fonn, and as a general indication, a list 
of places where the scanty mineral wealth of the provinces of Hueaoa and 
Saragossa is exploited: 
~ad: Bielsa, Farzan, Tena, Pantioosa, Sin, Barvezo, end Eriete. 
Irons Sarronera, Bielsa; Benasque, Calasanz, Afion, Agramonte, ~ 
josa, Ambel, Berat6n, 1'Iata de Trasmoz, the Moncayo massif, 
Tabuenca, Talamantes, Veruela. 
Copper: le.bata, Santa Eulalia la Mayor, Barluenga, .Ayerbe, Montanuy, 
Biel, Sos, Uncastillo, .AgUero. 
Cobalts Gistain. 
Manganese: Estopifian. 
Coal& Sallent de G~llego. 
Lignites Mequinenzs., Aran, Benavarre, Estall, MonfalocS, Fet, Bieauri,~ _ 
Castejon de Sos, Serie., Campo. 
Saltminest Salinas de la Hoz, Peralta de la Sal, Salinas de Trillo, 
Salinas de Jaca, Caserras, Eetopinan, Puebla de Castro, Pa.lo~ 
Medicinal apringss Bena.aqua, Panticoaa., llistadilla, Hecho Fii?cal, Li 
gUerre. 
Gypsum, limestone, flint and clay quarries are worked in various 
places, generally for local useo 
Hidrographic survey 
The Ebro is the most important river on the Mediterranean side of 
the Iberian watershed, and the valley vmich is the subjeot of the present 
study is named after it. Last year we divided the course of the Ebro into 
three reaches according to the topographical and geological charaoteristics 
of the terrains through which it passes, with a fUrther division of the 
middle reach into . three areas; the first stretching from Conchas de Haro 
to Tudela, the secorid from 'fud.ela to Saragossa, and the third from S~ 
gosae. to Mequinenza.. In this middle reach the river flows at an altitude 
of 184 metres, and three terraces are observable along the left bank at 15, 
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40 and 65 metres above the riverbed. On. the 1ef'b bank, at its confluence 
with the River Gallego, there is a terrace high up above the river, at 
130 metres, the layers of gravel being 10 metres thick a·t this point. 
Of the tributaries of the Ebro along the righ·~ bank flowing in.to 
it before it reaches Saragossa., the most important 1.s the Jal6n, which is 
of considerable geographical eignificanoe, fo:r.ming a depression cutting 
aoross the Iberian Sierras, and 001wtituting the source of the largest 
volume of water reaoh:lng the Ebro on its right banko In its uppermost 
reach the Jalon flows through Triassic marls, and then through sandatony 
limestones; but a lHtle. before it enters Saragossa it begins ·bo flow 
over Miocene sediments and the valley opens up. At Alb.ams. it euta through 
a strip of Cretaceous and then continues through a narrow gorge carved out 
o-f Palaeozoic materials, and so through Ateoa, where it widens out again. 
At Calatayud. it widens out further, and joins the Jilooa~ this last reach 
passing through terrains of Tertiary fom.ation~ Between this point and 
Riola. the river valley narrows aga:Ui, a.n.d eventually comes out into the 
Iberian Plain at Ia .Almunia. and empties its waters into ·the Ebro near Al!, 
gon. 
The principal tributaries of the Jalon are the Deza, Ca.rabantes, 
Ribota and Isuela, whioh flow into it from the left, and the Piedra, Mesa 
and Jiloca flowing in from the righto The last-no.med is the most important 0 
and oovers a total distance of 265 Km. f:rom Ha souxoe in. the province of 
Teruel to its confluence with the Ja16n in the neighbourhood of Calatayud.o 
.An.other tributary of the Ebro within this same :r.eaoh is the Huecha. 
It oolleota the waters flowing down the eastern slopes of the Moncayo and 
flows into the Ebro near Mallen., Below Sarag-0ssa 9 still on ·l;he right bW'lkt 
four more tributaries empty into the ll..'brog the Huerva, which risas in the 
Sierra Pelard.a near Darooa; the River Aguas Vinos~ which passes through 
BelchiteJ the River Martin, which flowe into the Ebro near Escatr6n; and 
the Guadalope, which is the most important of the four., Ita source is in 
the Maestrazgo, and it joins the Ebro a.t Caspeo 
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It is, however, the left bank tributaries that supply most of the 
considerable volume of water carried by the Ebro and at the same time l"!. 
gulate its flow, supplying, especially at the end of spring and during the 
summer, the diminished volume entering from the right bank tributaries, 
which are low at this time of the year. In addition, these rivers, all 
coming down from the Pyrenees, often pass through gorges; or other valley~, 
thus facilitating the oonstruotio~ of dams and reservoirs so that a plenti 
ful supply of eJa otrio power can be obtained from them, as well as the 
reserves of water that are needed for all the new irrigation works in Ar!, 
gon. Of all the tributaries we refer to the moat important are the Arag&i, 
the Arba, the Gallego, end the Cinca-Segra system, though the latter river 
flows almost entirely through Urida, entering Aragon, after joining the 
C:txioa, very near the point where it empties into th1;1 Ebro. 
The River Aragon rises in the Coll de Porta.let in the province of 
Huesoa. It is fed, along its right bank, before it enters Navarre, by four 
tributaries: the Lubierre, the Estarrun, the Arag6n Suboroan, which waters· 
the valley of Heoho, ond the Veral, whioh nows through th~ valley of AnQ6. 
Among the moat important tributaries along the left bank we have the Gas, 
the Rigel and the Onaalla. 
The River .Arba rises in the sub-Pyrenean mountain slopes, its basin 
consisting of the region known as Cinco Villas, end effii)ties into the Ebro 
near the township of Tausta. 
The G~llego rises, in the Pyrenean heights of Sallent and Pa.nticosa, 
flows across the depression at the foot of the Pyrenees and, cutting i.ts 
way throue;h the Sierra de Loarre, comes out into the Iberian Plain and empties 
into the 1"'bro on a level with Saragossa. The Cinca rises in the Three Sisters 
massif and fonns two b:i:-anches: the eastern, or Upper, Cinca, and the western, 
or River Ara, ·which coma together at Ainsa. The river talces its course south, 
wards, reoeiving the waters of the Esera at Grado (the latter having its 
source in the Benasque Pass), flows into the Oligocene plain, and, just 
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before it reaches Fraga, reoeives the tributary Aloanadre. Shortly after 
this it joins the Segre, with whioh it very soon flows into the Ebro, 
near .Mequinenza., mald .. ng the total course of the Cinoa about 150 Kma 
Vegetation 
The great variety already observed and studied in the foregoing 
surveys, under the headings of climate and relief, together with the soil 
factor, is faithfully reflected in the type of vegetation and landscape 
to be found in the two provinces, the subject of the present study, which 
present a striking contrast between the arid, steppe~like aspect of wide 
areas of the central Ebro valley on the one hand, end the leafy verdure 
of some of the valleys in the Pyrenees on the other. The types of vegeta1 
ion that characterize the landscape consist, basically," of three elements: 
forest, thicket and steppe .. In the wetter areas we get forests more or less. 
resembling the forests of Central Europa, mostly of oak, beech and fir; and 
depending upon this damp forest, a characteristic undergrowth mostly oonsis,i 
ing of heath or moorlaild~ In the drier areas there is another type of ... forest 
adapted to the climaUo condi tiona, chiefly represented by the holm-oak. But 
in these drier parts, more characteristic than the forest which, if it exists, 
is comparatively thin, is the corresponding undergrow·li.h or thicket, the most 
typical of the wide variety of xerophytio plants here represented boing 
thyme and rosemary. And lastly, where the climatic conditions are extreme, 
we get steppe vegetation, represented above all by esparto~ 
Through interaction between climate, relief and soil, we are presented 
with a combinationg in different areas of the two provinces, of elements from 
three different phytoolimatio domains; the Mediterranean, the Pyrenean and 
the Atlantia, this last being the most scantily represented, and in deorea§.. 
ing measure aa we penetrate further into the basin from west to easto This 
combination develops an autoohthonous type of vegetation:which is the mixed 
Mediterranean forest, whose influence extends chiefly over the medium-height 
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sub-Pyrenean region. 
The Pyrenean domain is represented by two characteristic speciesr 
the common pine (Pinus silvestri~) end box-tree (Buxua sempervirens). The 
most authentio representative of the xerophytio flora~ which is due to 
the Mediterranean domain, is rosemary (Roema:rinus offioinalis). 
' 
The type of mixed f9rest J'lWiY be considered to be represented by the 
SSSOoiation Of the two kf.n4s Qf oak',-· notnely the evergreen and the deciduous 
(covering Quercus ilex, Q., luaita.ntOQ'and Q. pubescens) and., lastly, the 
alight Atlantic influence is rep~~~nted by t..he beeoh (Fagus silvatica) ~ 
Economic survey 
,_-
The eoonomio developme~t pf'. At'.~9n;. (3.$ of the reat of Spain, depends 
. ·~ '' . . . . 
upon a multitude of causee diffioult'to enwnerate in this section, j.n which 
we propose only to point out tht main $ouroes of economic wealth which fonn . 
. . 
the bases of the developnent now.t~ plao~. 
Aragon is an eminently agricultural region, and 1 t is therefore this 
aspect which marks ita economio dnvelopnent, and it is with a view to obtain, 
ing an increase of agricultural produce that the present irrigation projects 
are being advanced. At the same time, however, an effort is being ma.de to 
increase the production of electr'io power, the basis of. industrial advance, 
by harnessing to the full the waters of the Pyrenean rivers. It is, then, 
on these two aspects --namely, ipcrease of agricultural produce and a 
grauter volume of hydro-eleotrio reserves -- that the eoonomio polioy at 
present applied to Aragon is based in its general outlines. 
The irrigation works of the Sbro basin conatitu.te one of the most 
ambitious hydraulio projects in E:iJr;_o:pe, and they are baaed on the joint 
harnessing of the most important rlvera flowing through it and of the 
torrentiai Pyrenean streams, by ·m~ans of a close network of reservoirs 
suoh as those of Yesa, Val da la Bu~n; aa.n Bartolome, La Pena, Sotonera, 
Mediano and Barasona. This.will involve, besides, changes :l.n the cropping 
pattern of the area, in which industrial crops, fruits, and vegetables 
will be more intensively cultivated at 
0
the expense of cereals which, along 
with the vlne and the olive~ constitute the 1.•h.'t'ee staple forms of dry-
farming produce. 
The question of creating a powerful electric network is one of the 
problems of most vital interest not only on the region.alt but also on the 
national scale, The network of power stations already created constitutes 
one of its greatest successes, and a large proporHort of the power supplied 
is sent to other regions 9 especially to Catalonia, whichp with ita greai 
oomplexua of industries, is able ·bo absorb enormous quantities& The Ebro 
basin produces, in-all, on its own account, more than 4~ of the total 
production of hydro-electric power • 
.Another source of power, besides hydro-electric~ is to be found 
in fuels, of which Spa.in produced about 12,000,000 tons in 1944.~ of which 
60,000 tons belonged to Huesca and 155,000 (metrio tons), almost all 
1igni tes , .. ·to- Saragossa. 
To return to agriculture, we muat again insist on. ·the faot that ~.t 
constitutes the baeio, and the most important, thougl1 not the essenti~lt 
element in Spanish economy, the most considerable production figure being 
that.of cereals, as we see by the figure of 3afoj for example, in Aragon, 
of the total cultivable area, devoted to wheat., The total production of 
whea·t in 1943 was 991,260 metric quintals in Saragossa al'ld 618,233 in 
Huesoa.1 but the proportional yield was very low with dry farmin8& less than 
600 kg. per Hectare. 
With regard to other produce from A:r.ag6n, the area occupied by 
vineyards is 7e35~ of the total under cultivation, representing 9e5% of 
the total value of agricultural produce, almost the whole yield being used 
to make wine, the most outstanding types of which are the sharp Cariflena. 
clarets, the sweet Paniza, and, on aocowit of their high alcoholic content, 
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those of Morata, Daroca and Calatayud. 
The production from olive-groves normally amounts to about 150.000 
quintals in Aragon: a small percentage of the total national production, 
but yieldin.g- oils of very high quality. The most important olive-producing 
areas are Belchite and Caspe. 
Other profitable crops are beet and alfalfa, the province of Sara-
gossa heading the l:lst of producing areas in Spain with over 25% of the 
total beet produdion and coming second on the list for alfalfa~ 
Next, we give the areas of Arag6n under forest production, inolud.ing 
16,800 Ha. of meadowland, 1,320,110 of pastu,re-land, 334,600 of heath and. 
moor-land, 169,245 Ha. of oak forest, 511,920 of pine an~ 195,475 of othor 
mountain forest-land, the total production of timber from the foresta of 
Huesca being 40,000 cu. m. and that of Saragossa 13,000. 
In the way of livestock; which is very far from occupying the 
important position which is ought to, especially in point of quality, wo may 
point especially to sheep, among which the predominant breed is tbD.t known 
as 1traso". These animals produce medium quality wool of fair length, u.p to 
15 om., with a yield of 40% oleru1ed, and have the choice of the Ebro plains 
or the higher Pyrenees for seasonal migration. 
Lastly, we would poin-t out that rapid industrial development ia 
already being achieved through in9reased electric power supplies, with the 
establishment of a large number of industries of -every kind: engin9 produotion, 
the oanning, mechanical trruwformation and chemical industries, paper, •tc•, 
mostly in Saragossa, vmose cEq1i tal oi ty has achieved a truly impressive 
standard of industrial prosperity within the space of a few yeara~ 
We must not end wHhout mentioning also the remarkable possibilities 
of the foreign tourist industry, H it is directed along the right channels, 
and the source of income that this would represent, seeing that Spain as a 
whole, and the Pyrenean region in particular, 1)os13ess all the elements 
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making for its successful development: a development which would appear to 
be in the natural course of things, sj.nce we may say without exaggeration 
that this country is one of the most marvellous paradises a tourist could 
Wish to visit. 












Depth (om.) Horizons 
0 .... 25 Ap 
Over 25 c 
PROFILE I 
Langa del Castillo, Frovinoe of Sara~ossa 
76 Km. from Murcia on tha road to France 
via Saragossa 
920 m. 
Almost flat, slightly undulating 
Thyme and Papilionaceae (kinds of broom) 
Cer~al crops (very poor). Suitable for 
vine. 




Colour 715YR5/6. Horizon poor in organic 
matter, sandy-loamy texture with poor 
structural development. Good permeability 
and abundance of carbonates may be observed, 
Conglomerate firmly cemented with limestone, 
giving poor permeability. Small, very 










Depth ( crn.) Hori:rnns 
0 - 25 A 
Ovex' 25 C 
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PROFILE II 
Campillo, Province of ~faragossa 
21 Km. from Cillas on the road to Alba.ma 
1,060 m. 
Slightly undulating 
Tlzyme ~md labia tae 






Colour 7, 5Y1V1/2,• Abundant organic rnattcr 
and good humus-mineral complex. Loamy-sandy 
texture vd.th granular type structure. 
1friHble consistency. Good permeability and 
gr<~a:t abundm10e of carbonates. 
Hard, whitish limestone rock. 
Hemarks: This soil [-JGrJes oons:l.sts of a complex ranging from li tho-soils 
to calcareous brown eartbs, with in.termedia te stages of xer,2_ 
rcmdz1.no, p_rotorundzine nnd even mull-like rendzinest which 
IJredunrLnate in thhi area. Noteworthy is the scanty dominance 
of AH U so:Lls. 
Place 
Situation 








0 - 35 n 
Over 35 Ca 
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PR 0 FILE III 
Campillo 









Colo\U' 5Yll4/6. Horizon with little organic 
matter showing low mountain scrub-tY}1e 
gravels, abundant at the surface, of 
quartzite origin. L:mmy texture with well 
developed structure ranging fl·om granular 
to BUb--angular polyhedral, with good 
consistency. Indifferent peiineaM.lity, 
abundm1ce of carbonates. 













Oseja, Province of Saragossa 
'l1hree Km. out from Oseja on the roe.d 
from Calcena. 
920 m. 
Very hilly terrain with 20 in 100 gradient. 
Presrm~s a succession of rounded hills. 
Ule:x; and tp.yme 
A few vineyards, and rye-fields 




_R~h...(£ln.-l_. H~ri Z!]).1...§ _____ ,___ D .. £§.2E.:!:12tio.r~------
O - 10 A Colour lOYB.6/9 No appreoia.ble organic 
matter in the hori.zon. Pieces of shale 
10 ... 30 D 
Over 30 c 
at the surface. Loam;y--sandy te:x. ture with 
lens structural development than in B 
horizon. Good consistency ond permeability. 
No carbonEttes shovin in reaction. 
Colour 7, 5Yllli/6. No appreciable organic 
matter. The J.oamy-aandy texture shows 
numerous "0boulies11 inside as well. Well 
developed structu.re of almost granular 
type und good conaistency. As in A, there 
is good permeability and no signs of 
curb onn te s • 
Micaceous slate or fairly white slaty 
sana.otone-belonging to Cambrian. 










Depth (cm.) Horizons 
0 ·- 25 11.p 




Longares, Province of Saragossa 










Cqlour 7,5yn7/4. This horizon shows little 
oreanic matter, wHh sru1dy-loamy texture, 
and no Btones either inside or at the 
tmr.fttce. Structm·e. in blocks, but not very 
developed. Good consistency in dry condition, 
but bud when dtunp. Good permeability and 
ourbonates found. 
Very compact, somewhat flaky marly sand 
in thiclmesse~ of about 20 cm. alternating 
with thinner layel.'s of D·horizon calcareous 
s arnls tone. 
Calcar·eous sandstone or sandstony limestone 












Depth (om.) Horizons 
0 ... 15 (A) 
15 - 30 C-1 
C-2 
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P R O Ii' I L E VI 
Mi,raflores Charterhouse, Province of 
Saragossa 
2 Km- along the road leading off from 
tl1e mo.in roud ·to Puebla de Albort6n • 
250 m. 
Succession of hills 
Hosemary and thyme. Chenopodia, etc • 
None 
'iypsum 




Colour 10Y1l8/l Horizon poor in oreanio 
mutter, with saney-loamy texture no de 
definite structure and poor conaistency. 
Permeability bad. Positive carbonate 
reaction. 
Gypseoua marl or decomposed gypsum in 
thin banks alternating wlth C2 horlzon 
pun~ BYl)Sllffi in consideruble thicknesses 
.Pure vm te gypsum 












Do.E_:lh .(cm). Horizons 




PR 0 F ILE VII 
S6:stago, Province of Saragossa 




Scrub of Cruciferae, Ia.biatae (rosemary). 
Composites, Oaryopbyllaceae, Euphorbiaceae • 
Good cereal crops 
Miocene Calcareous sandstones and gypseous 
marls, 
Difficult. Endorrhoeic area, 
Slight 
Bujaraloz 
7,5YJ.l7/2. Rather poor in organic matter, 
with loamy-sundy texture, and good perm~ 
ability. Crumby, friable structure with 
little consistency. Acid reaction showing 
carbonates. The depth indicated is not the 
most representative, deep soils being the 
general rule. 
Small slabs of' greyish calcareous limestone 
within a triple altern.a'Uon with marls and 
gypsums underneath, 
This horizon takes in a very gypseous 
whitish ma.rl of indefinite s true ture and 
friable consistency, thicker than horizon 
C-1, which is followed by a pure gypsum. 
Remarks: Saline soils are found jn low areas, such as calcium Solontschak 










P R 0 F I L E VIII 
Caspe, Province of Sarag·ossa 




Brushwood with rosemary. 
Cereal crops and olive groves. 













Colour lOYR7/3. Showa sandy-loamy texture with 
medium to low organic matter. Developed cloddy 
structure of little consistency which facil 
itates rooting. Good permeability. Carbonates 
o bserva.ble. 
Variegated.yellowish reddish colour due to 
heterogeneity of material oomiisting of a 
succession of small layers of different 
kinds of marl deposited as sediment and 
including, also, very fine thicknesses of 
gypsum. May be regarded as alternating marls 
and horizon C-2 sandstones, in layers of 
varying thiclmess, the marls being about 35 
cm. thick. 
C-2 Sandstones in thiolmesses of about 25 cm. 
sometimes with a thin calcareous surface 
crust. 
In a small hollow near this profile there is a white portion 











_ ..... D;;.;e:..&;p;...;;t;;..:;h_(~c:.::m:.::•.J.l-.......;.;l!!?.r izon.<J 
0 - 30 (A) 
30 - 75 0-1 
Over 75 C-2 
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PUOFILE IX 
Almolda, Province of Saragossa 











Colour 10YR6/l. Little organic matter. 
Many small, flat pieces of calcareous 
sandstone. Sandy-loamy texture with oloddy 
structure of little consistency. Good 
pcrmeabili ty, and shows presence of 
carbonates. 
Colour lOTirf/l. Consis te of decompoaed 
calcareous gypseoua marl, without organic 
matter, of loamy texture end laminar 
structure. Penneability bad. 
Gypseous marl of the same colour as the 
previous horizon, vmioh it also resembles 
in texttrre, i:e rmeabili'ty and structure. 














Depth (cm.) Horizons 
0 - 25 Ap 
25 ... 50 B 
50 - 60 c 
Over 60 D 
Sarroca, Province of Ledda. 
23.5 Km. from Tortosa on the road to 
Iirance via the Valley of Aran. 
240 m. 
Levelled off flat surfaceso 
Brushwood of Cruciferae, Composites 
and Plantaginaoeae • 
Almond and olive groves, and poo~ cereal 
crops. 





Colour lOYR0/4. Under pieces of lin~stone 
on the surface is a horizon with little 
ore;anic ma·tter of sandy or sandy-loamy 
texture, with ra.the:r \.tnderdeveloped 
structure, good permeability and, naturally, 
showing abundance of carbonates., 
Brovrri material witl.1 abundait detritus 
from very fragmented limi;istone. 
o'hows a thickness of very cracked 
v1hitish grey limestone. 
Alternating marls and calcareous sand-
stones about 35 om. thick of which . 













Depth ( 011\o) Hori,;,;ons 
0 - 30 Ap 
Over 30 c 
D 
Zaitlin. Province of Hu.esca 
12 .. 5 Km. from Zaidin on the road to the 
station at Tam8rite de Litera 
200 m. 
.l!"'lat 







Colour 10YR8/4. Sandy-loamy horizon with 
oloddy structure ruJ.d rather loooe 
consii.rbency. Shows varl.able permea.bili ty; 
also carbonn.tes. 
Very deep horizon, bµt varying in depth 
in different areas. lo8Jl\Y texture with 
i:mgular polyhedral structure of good 
consistency. Penneability middling to 
poor. Shows carbonates. The marl o,g_ 
.casionally shows thin shelves of gypsum. 
Sandstone found at considerable depth, 












Depth ( CJll) 
0 - 20 
20.- 40 
40 - 100 






P R 0 1'1 I L E XII 
Montmajor, Province of !4rida 
19 Km. from Solsona on the road to Berga 
800 01. 
Very il•:reguiar 
Pine-forest with undergrowth of juniper • 
Forestry and pinewood. 





Colour lOYR6/3. Under a F'oma leyer 
(horizon A-00) we come to the horizon. 
in question9 which is of sandy-loamy 
texture with iittle organic mattert but 
with abundant root felting. The horizon 
shows a very well developed rather loose 
crumby structure with good pe!meability 
and carbonates. 
lOYllli/4. 1fa.ny roots and numerous pieces of 
· more or less decomposed calcareous sang._ 
stone still observable. Little organic 
matter. Loamy texture, very developed 
granular stl'Ucture of medium or light 
consistency, facilitating root penetration, 
and giving good permeability• Carbone. tea 
are also observed. 












Depth (cm.) Horizons 
0 - 5 (A) 
Over 5 a • 
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P R 0 F I L E XIII 
Egea de los Caballeros, Province of 
Saragossa. 
In the gorge of Valtuerta near the 
"Corral del Chavo". 
340 m • 
~"lat, at the bottom of a deep valley or 
gorge. 
Species of genera 1:'):1.ymqs ~ Cheno110di]!!!. 
and. Salicornia • 
Fairly successf'ul Wheat cultivation. 





Very light grey coloured layer with 
clayey texture, laminar structure, 
little organic matter, bad penneability 
and root penetration. Highly calcareous. 
Somewhat reddish brown layer with clayey 
texture o Compact =l:Jnpermeable soil. Bad 
structure of prismatic type with numerous 
saline efflorescences, blackish veins 
and yellowish-bro?mish patches, iniciating 
deficient aeration and structure tending 











DepJ!l 1cm.) Horizo:q.s 
0 - 25 A 
25 - 50 B 
Over 50 C 
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PROFILE XIV 
Heoho; Province of Huesca 
23.1 Km. from Heoho on the road to 
the forest of Oza 
850 m. 
Hilly, with 15 in 100 slope. 
Pine-forest with box undergrowth 
Cereal crops in low-lying flat parts • 
Eocene Flysoh, alternating marls and 
sandstones. 




Colour 10YR6/2. In between the tissue 
of ~oot material, a loamy texture may 
be observed. '1111.e structure microgranular 
with medium consistency. It is a very 
permeable layer. Calcareous 
Colour 2,5Y6/2. Anot11er layer showing 
roots and loamy texture. Subangula.r 
polyhedral structure of medium consistency 
and penneability, showing calcareous 
reaction. 
Deep alternation of blue marl with san-9:, 
stone, e:x:hibiting aloaline reaction. 













Depth (cm.) Horizons 
0 - 5 A 
5 - 30 B 
}0 - 60 0-1 
Over 60 C-2 
1
.rramacastilla, Province of Huesca 
0.8 Km. from Pueyo on the left of the 




Cereal crops in the valley and on a 
few hill-tops. 
Devonian calcareous shale 




Colour 10Yll4/3. Loamy texture, medium 
organic matter content, granular structure, 
medium consistency ai1d good permeability. 
No carbonates detected. The whole horizon 
thick with a tissue of vegetable material. 
Colour 10YU7/4. A fair quantity of roots 
and pieces of very decomposed shale, but 
with hardly any organic matter. Subangular 
polyhedral structure, with loamy texture 
and fair to middling permeability. Medium 
consistency. No carbonates. 
Decomposed shale showing effervescent 
reaction to acids. 
This is 011 undecomposed shale which also 











Depth (om,) Horizons 
.0 - 15 A-0 
15 - 30 A-1/B 
Over 30 C 
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PROFILE XVI 
01·desa, Province of Huesoa. 
Near the Hotel Nacional, on tl1e road 




Undergrowth of box 
Forestry is carried on and fir-wood 
o1)tained in the shadier parts. 





Colour 10YR3/2. Abundant tissue of 
vegetable material and fair organic 
matter content. Sandy texture, but with 
pieces of limestone, even on. the surface. 
Microgranular structure with little 
consistency. Good permeability. No 
effervescence with acids. 
Colour lOYR5/4. Contains roots, stones 
and little organic matter. Tl1e texture 
is ssndyloamy. Granular structure with 
·little oonsiatenoy, as in A-Oo No 
carbonates showr1, but good permeability. 
Hard blue limestone, with diaclasese in 
which the soil accumulates. 
Remarks: The soil is very subject to erosion. In some places there are 











DeP,th (cm.) Horizons 
0 - 20 A 
20 - 40 B 
Over 40 c 
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P R O F I L E XVII 
Navasa. Province of Huesca 
The Caseta de Suse. 1.8 Km. from Navasa 
1,000 m. 
Very irregular 
Undergrowth of box 
Wood is obtained from shrubs and, in 
some re-planted areas, pinetrees. 





A sandy-loamy layer with abundant roots 
and many cavities, and fair organic 
rnatfor content. Well...;developed micr,Q_ 
granular s·tructure with medium consistency 
to fair. Good permeability. 
Colour 10YR6/ 4. Sandy-loamy texture, with 
little organic matter. Bits of sandstone 
are found in the body of the soil. Not 
very penetrable to roots and gravitational 
water. 
'11hin, fJa t pieces of marl and sandstone 
alternating at a steep dip. It appears 











Depth (cm.) Horizons 
0-5 A 
5 - 35 (B) 
Over 35 c 
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1' R O F I L E XVIII 
Campodarbe, Province of Huesca 




Brushwood of box, juniper, rosemary and 
broom. 
Wood etc. from the above-mentionad shrubs. 
Numrnulitic limestone with sane alveolinae 




A sandy or sandy-loamy horizon very rich 
in organic me..tter and microbial activity. 
Abundance of roots. Of loose, crumby 
utructure, with little consistency. Good 
permeability• 
dolour 5TI"!4/6. Abundant "coating" and 
not much organic matter, Loamy texture; 
polyhedral structure. Medium consistency 
with average to good permeability. Does 
not contain limestone. 
Tl1is is a layer of compact bluish limestone, 
with abundant fossils and diaclases. 












Depth (cm.) Horizons 
0 ... 10 A 
10 - 60 B 
Over 60 c 
-45--· 
P R 0 b, I L El XIX 
Coscojuela de Sobrarbe, Province of Huesca 
500 m. from Coscojuela de Sobrarbe on the 
way to Camporrotuno 
660 In;, 
Irregular 
Bru.ahwood of bo:x:, juniper, lavender, and 
patches of evergreen oak • 
Produce from shrubberies and woods. In a 
few places, cereal crops and olive groves. 
Eocene marine marl. 




Colour lOYR6/2. This soil layer is rich 
in roots, but the organic matter con tent 
is not high, Sandy-loamy texture, crumby 
structure, medium consistencyg rather a 
loose horizon, with good permeability. 
Limestone. 
Colour 5Y6/3. Little organic matter. Root 
penetration still good, the texture being 
loamy-sandy, but permeability only middling 
to poor. The structure is not very developed, 
and is granular. Soil of medium consistency, 
showing aloaline reaction. A few "e'boulies" 
observed. 
Dominant blue marine marl alternating with 













La.scuarre, Province of Huesca 
On the road from Iascuarre to Castigaleu. 
190 m. 
Somewln t irregular 
Ilosema.ry with kermea oak. 
Produce from vegetation and occasional 
olive groves. 
Eocene ~"'lysch maxls and calcareous sang_ 
atones. 




Depth (om.) Horizons ···Description 
0 - 3 
3 - 30 






This ·thin horizon contains rather less 
than average organic matter and is of 
sandy texture with feeble consistency 
and good permeability. The structure is 
only poorly developed. Shows effervescence 
with acids. 
Sandy-loamy horizon with oloddy structure 
and friable consistency • The permeability 
is fair to middling, and traues of limestone 
are observed. 
Consists basically of marl, though not in 
its original condition. 
Consists of alternating marls in their 













Depth (om.) · Horizons 
0 - 10 A 
10 - 30 B 
Over 30 C-1 
0-2 
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Coll de Narg6, Province of Mrida 




Kennes oak with undergrowth of rosemary 
and lavender. 
Produce of trees and shrubs. Good pine 
forest on further side o~ ravine. 
Cretaceous limestones and marls, in 
alternate flakes. 




Colour 10YR6/2. Abundant tissue of roots 
and debris in the mass of the soil which 
is sal"tdy-loamy, with granular s true ture 
and indifferent consis tenoy, Good 
permeability and presence of carbonates 
observed. 
Colcour lOYR6/3. Shows fewer roots. loam 
sandy texture, incorporating numerous 
pieces of limestone, Greater consistency 
than in A, with more developed structure, 
from granular to polyhedral. Shows . 
effervescence. 
Shaly, calcareous marly rock alternating 
with horizon C-2 rock. 










_ _p~pth (om, ) Horizons 
0 - 30 Bp 
Over 30 c 
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P R O lt"' I L E XXII 
Rubio, Pmvince of Urida 
On the road from Sort to Seo de Urgel, 
near the house of Julia de Arriba. 
1, 732 m. 
Very irregular. Almost at the top of a 
. hill. 
:Meadowland. Pine-forest in parts. 






Colour 2,5yn.3/4, Sanely-loamy horizon 
of middling to poor consistency and 
cloddy structure. Shows goo(l permeability. 
Numerous pieces of shale and abundant 
t'oots, only a. little ckicomposed, in the 
basal mass. 
Reddish sandstony shale 
11emnrksa Horizon A has _been destroyed by erosion and B. transformed by 
man. IJ:he meadow has developed on top of it. 
ANALYTICAL RESULTS 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS PARENT MATERIALS 
Profile· Horizon Material Ignition Si02 
A120 3 Fe2 0 3 TiO~ Cao MgO CaC0 3 
loss~ o/r % % 3 3 % 'Ji. 
II c limestone 98, 9 
III Ca limestone 22, 3 38, 9 8, 9 2. 3 o, 4 22, 4 Ind. 41, 7 
IV c shale 3, 7 64, 4 17, 4 5, 1 1, 0 o. 7· Ind, 
v c sandy marl 6, 3 64, 6 12, 5 5, 5 o, 9 2. 6 Ind. 4, 4 
v D sandstone 34, 6 14, 6 1, 0 4. 0 o, 3 43, ·2 Ind. 78, 8 
VI C1 gypsy marl 2, 4 1, 6 1, 0 Ind. 32,5 o, 2 4, 6 
VII C1 sandstone 43,7 2, 0 Ind. o. 2 53, 2 Ind. 97, 0 
VIII Ct marl 10, 2 o, 7 3, 6 o. 3 39, 9 7, 2 63, 1 
VIII C2 sandstone 37, 9 16, 0 Ind. 0, 3 o, 2 35, 0 7, 5 59, 2 
x c limestone 98, 7 
x D marl 19, 1 42, 6 8, 44 1, 9 o, 5 20, 8 o, 1 40, 1 
x D sandstone 17 J 3 0, 2 0, 5 2, 9 41, 0 Ind, 44, 6 
XI c marl 33, 9 18, 5. 2. 3 o. 5 19, 7 1, 3 29, 1 
XII C1 sandstone 22, 6 37, 7 7, 9 0, 7 o. 4 24, 2 1. 3 49, 5 
XIV ·c marl 30, 6 21, 3 5, 7 1. 5 o, 4 37, 0 0, 3 66, 9 
XIV c sandstone 21, 4 43,5 3, 0 1, 8 0, 4 24, 6 Ind. 47 I 1 
xv C1 shale 4, 0 64, 5 14, 8 0, 9 o, 8 o, 6 o, 8 
xv C2 shale 30, 2 2,1. ~. 1, 7 o, 5 o, ~ 38, 8 o, 4 70, 1 
XVI c limestone 43, 6 1, 2' ... o· 3 -~ . 56, 1 99, 0 J 
XVII c sandstone 21, 5 42,9 4, 3 1. 2 o, 6 23, 2 1, 3 44, 8 
XVII c marl 1 7, 5 39, 0 8, 3 3, 5 o. 6 20, 5 1, 5 40, 4 
XVIII c limestone 29, 3 31, 4 o, 1 o. 3 o. 3 34, 6 o. 9 67, 6 
XIX c marl 25, ·a 26, 0 5, 8 5, 6 o. 5 30, 0 1, 0 55, 1 
XIX c sandstone 28, 4 28, 2 5, 0 1. 8 o, 4 33, 8 1, 2 62, 1 
xx C1 marl 24, 3 35, 4 7, 2 2, 0 o, 5 25, 3 o, 3 51, 5 
xx C2 sandstone 26, 9 32, 9 5, 5 0, 5 o, 2 32, 6 0, 5 59, 7 
XX! C1 marl 21, 6 42, 4 9, 0 o, 3 o. 4 22, 2 0, 2 42, 1 
XXI C2 limestone 28, 5 27, 2 1, 7 1, 0 o, 3 35, 8 o. 4 66, 1 
XXII c shale 3, 0 68, 6. 13,4 6.; 1 o, 8 o, 6 1, 2 
. .... 
--s·o ---
ANALYSIS OF SOILS 
Depth Coarse Fine Silt Clay Exchange Organic N COiCa ProfHe sand sand capacity pH ems. 3 3 matter 3 3 3 3 meq, 3 3 
I 0.,.. 25 17, 4 24, 8 22J 3 36, 3 31, 51 8, 3 2, 40 o, 13 30, 9 
25 22, 3 19, 9 27, 2 30, 8 21, 81 8, 1 o, 95 o, 07 51, 7 
II 0 .. 25 43, 63 8, 2 9, 90 o, 52 
III 0 - 35 20,8 24, 7 30, 9 23, 6 31, 51 8, 1 1, 80 o, 13 5, 0 
IV 0 -10 19, 5 44,0 18, 3 18, 2 15, 65 8, 3 1, 01 o, 09 
10 - 30 11, 8 34, 2 16, 2 38, 2 31, 51 7 J 4 o, 16 0, 05 
v 0 - 25 8, 1 49, 3 24, 6 18, 7 14,54 8, 3 1, 01 o, 09 16, 0 
VI 0 - 15 8, 1 o, 73 o, 09 9, 0 
VII 0 ... 25 13, 33 7, 7 o, 24 40, 0 
VIII 0 - 15 11, 5 35, 3 31, 9 18, 5 12, 12 8, 2 o, 26 o, 13 64, 2 
IX 0 - 30 24,24 8, 1 1, 45 o, 10 51, 9 
x 0- 25 13, 7 37, 2 25,4 23, 6 20, 60 8, 4 2, 15 o, 12 48, 5 
25 - 50 15, 7 33, 0 28, 1 23, 4 14, 54 7, 9 2, 64 o, 13 56, 3 
60 2, l 16, 6 58, 2 24, 2 44, 6 
XI 0 - 30 3, 5 29, 0 36, 3 31, 8 18, 18 8,0 1, 12 o, 09 30, 0 
30 o, 4 14, 9 45, 0 40, 1 29, 1 
XII 0- 20 9, 5 32, 7 36, 7 18, 9 19, 39 8, 3 5, 85 o, 21 43, 5 
20.-40 7, 0 39, 9 33, 5 16, 7 16, 9.6 8, 2 2, 25 o, 12 49, 5 
100 -150 4, 3 19, 4 54, 0 . 22, 7 47, 5 
XIII 0 ... 5 o, 3 3, 8 42, 6 49, 3 27, 40 7, 6 i, 32 o, 14 34, 7 
5 1, 3 12, 2 30,, 5 53, 7 17, 40 7, 7 1, 13 o, 07 36, 9 
XIV 0 - 25 2, 7 20, 7 40, 1 34, 3 28, 17 7, 7 6, 10 o, 32 31, 2 
25 -50 3, 0 15, 9 51, 0 30, 7 18, 37 7, 9 1 10 , o, 11 43, 9 
xv 0-5 9, 1 32, 2 29, 9 22, 4 34, 20 7, 7 10, 80 O; 36 
5 - 30 13J 8 30, 8 31, 2 22, 0 28, 17 7, 1 3, 24 o, 17_ 
-SA 
ANALYSIS OF SOILS 
Depth Coarse Fine Silt . Clay 
Exchange Organic N C0 3Ca Profile sand sand 3 3 capacity pH matter % 3 ems, 
3 3 meq. 3 · ')? 
XVI 0 - 15 11, 2 46, 8 12, 5 20, 9 40, 42 7, 6 12, 36 o, 71 
15 - 30 16, 3 40 7 J 20, 6 21, 6 26, 95 7, 9. 3. 36 o, 20 
XVII 0 - 20 6, 7 46, 3 28, 6 18, 1 17, 15 7, 7 1, 62 0, 11 49, 5 
20 - 40 4, 7 48, 1 30, 5 15, 8 15, 92 7, 9 o, 90 o, 06 53, 0 
40 1, 7 27' 2 49, 4 20, 9 40, 4 
XVIII 0-5 2, 3 49, 2 12, 4 28, 1 37, 97 7, 5 17, 00 o, 48 5, 0 
5 - 35 o, 5 50, 6 13, 6 35, 5 28, 17 7. 5 1, 32 o, 10 
XIX 0 - 10 1, 0 43, 0 32, 8 20, 5 23, 27 '1, 8 4, 44 o, 21 55, 3 
10 - 60 7, 2 43, 8 34, 3 16, 0 15, 92 7' 9 2, 16 o, 11 57, 3 
xx 0-3 5, 9 30, 4 40, 1 24, 5 24:. 50 7. 6 1, 56 o, 08 43, 7 
3 - 3'0 21, 6 19, 9 31, 7 24, 3. 22, 05 7, 8 1, 20 o, 06 56, 5 
30 - 50 o, 6 17, 2 50, 3 33, 3 35, 3 
50 1, 5 25, 4 45, 1 29, 2 51, q 
XX! 0 - 10 7, 9 28, 5 26, 5 31, 1 ~8, 17 17' 6 8, 76 o, 39 26, 7 
10 - 30 6, 2 32, 3 25, 2 33, 1 22, 05 7 J 6 4, 98 o, 22 31, 5 





Ill 8 Q u 
0 - 25 
25 
0 - 35 
35 
0 - 10 
10 - 30 
0 - 25 
25 
0 •. 15 
15 
0 - 25 
25 
0 - 30 
30 
0 ~ 20 
20 - 40 
















































































<I! s 0 () 
0 - 25 
25 - 50 
0 - 5 
5 - 30 
0 - 15 
15 - 30 
0 - 20 
20 - 40 
0 - 5 
5 - 35 
0 - 10 
10 - 60 
0 - 3 
3 - 30 
30 - 50 
jO 
0 - 10 
10 - 30 



















































































T 'A B L E 11 
MINERALOGICAL BALANCE OF THE "HEAVY" FRACTION. 3 
:I: (/) 
E-< ,:; QJ I QJ QJ (I) (I) ... Cf) 
P. u 
.... QJ QJ QJ ... ... QJ . ... 1.1-1 8 v QJ QJ QJ ... t:: ... . ... .... QJ .... 0 
.... Cl ... QJ (I) ... ... .... Cl (I) ~ ... .8 E - d 1.1-1 z QJ ~ 0 QJ .... ti! .... .... .... ii.I :;I 0 :;I vi ij .... ... ~ ia 0 -s ..c: u ... ti! 0 !:l ~ 13 -0 .... :>4 u µ., 0 .... C" ..... e ... :;I .... ..c: 0 ti! ti! .... ix: t:: 0 ... (I) -0 .... 0. 0. .... I 0 N ... .... ti! .... ~~ ro 0. .... 0 0 -0:: P'.l [-I ... 0 Cl .... 1-Ll e ;;.. p:: 0 ~ .... u [-I ,Vl <: (/) ~ i:i.. .... P. 
,:; 
0 - 25 66 12 13 - 3 - - 1 2 - - - - - - 3 I 
25 41 16 31 3 4 
- - -
5 
- - - - - - -
0 - 35 42 22 23 - . 2 3 -
-
5 1 1 1 
- - - -
III 
. 
35 49 19 21 1 5 1 2 - 2 - - - - - - -





- - - - - -
- - - 4 IV 
10 - 30 44 4 40 - 3 1 
- -
1 
- - - - - -
7 
0 - 25 74 13 9 - 1 - - - - - 3 - - - - ... v 
25 43 24 23 
-
6 2 - - - - 2 - - - - -
0 
- 15 33 38 20 2 4 
- - - - -
3 
- - - - -
VIII 
15 45 25 20 3 3 1 1 - 2 - - - - - - -
0 - 25 46 12 9 3 3 1 1 
- - -
.. 
- 7 - - 18 x 
25 28 16 13 8 7 
-
3 ·~ 




0 - 30 50 2 4 10 2 - 1 2 1 
- -· -
4 - - 24 XI 
30 49 5 8 9 5 1 - - 2 1 - - - - - 20 
0 - 20 78 14 
-
4 
- - - - - - - - - - -
4 XII 
20 - 40 69 4 12 
-
2 - 1 - - - - ... - - - 12 
40 - 100 65' 7 20 2 6 - - - - - - - - - - -
0 - 25 87 10 3 - .,. - - - - - - - - - - - XIV 
-SS 
TABLE Ill 
MINERALOGICAL BALANCE OF THE ''HEAVY" FRACTION, 3 
;:i:: en 
::E u I--' I u u Ill ... en .... u u ill Ill .... p.. u 8 d u u u u .... .. v ... J:r.l ... ... d .... . ... 
-
u 0 .... d u u Ill ... ... . ... Ill ~ ... .8 d o-l µ,J u . ~ 0 :a ell .... ·~ ...... u ::I 0 ill ....... z r: ~ 0 
-s .a ..... p ::I Ill u .. ... 0 ... ~ E! "O .... M v i:.r.. ,..., O"~ 8 .~ ~ 
"' 
ell 0 ... 
"' 
Ill :.:1 .... .a e ... d "Cl Cl. Cl. iii 0 ell .... 0 N l!) P::: ... .... ell .... Cl. u < ~ !--< ... Q d ::l µ,J 8 .... r:i:: !--< en ' < p.. u 0 d en < .... 0.. 
. ::E 
25 - 50 46 5 24 6 5 1 2 - - - - - - - .- 11 XIV 






- 3 xv 
5 - 30 97 - - - - - - - - - - - ... 3 - -







- 3 XVI 












- - - - XVII 
20 - 40 45 18 22 6 6 
-
3 - - - - - - - - - -
0 - 5 36 16 35 2 9 - 2 
- - - - - - -
- -
XVII! 
5 - ·35 44 21 25 1 8 l - - - - - - - - - -
0 
-
10 42 17 34 
-
6 ... 1 -
- - -
- - - - - XIX 
10 - 60 20 16 47 
- 15 - 2 - - - - - - - - -
0 - 3 29 20 23 14 8 
- -
2 
- - - - - - -
4 xx 
3 .. 30 39 7 8 29 10 - - - - - - - - - - 7 
30 - 50 38 20 23 5 2 1 2 - - - - - - ... .. 9 
50. 48 10 13 16 3 1 
-
1 - • - - - ... - 8 
0 - 10 54 14 17 - 3 - 2 - - - - - - - ... 10 XXI 
10 - 30 74 9 14 - - - 1 - - - - - - .. - 2 
0 - 30 61 4 22 1 3 - 1 - - - 3. - - - - 5 XXII 
TABLE IV 
. Depth in ems, 
Feldespaths Quartz 
3 3 
Profile I 0 - 25 7 93 
25 3 97 
Pro fil c III 0 - 35 7 93 
35 3 97 
Profile IV 0 - 10 9 91 
10 - 30 12 88 
Profile V 0 - 25 11 89 
25 4 96 
Profile VIII 0 - 15 7 93 
15 2 98 
Profile X 0 - 25 13 87 
25 12 88 
Profile XI 0 - 30 23 71 
30 18 82 
Profile XII 0 - 20 10 90 
20 - 40 13 87 
40 - 100 21 79 
Profile XIV 0 - 25 14 86 
25 ..; 50 11 89 
Profile XV 0 - 5 10 90 
5 - 30 15 85 
Profile XVI 0 - 15 9 91 
15 - 30 12 88 
TABLE V 
(Continued)· 
Depth in cm s. 
F eldespath s Quartz 
% % 
Profile XVII 0 - 20 15 85 
20 - 40 8 92 
Profile XVIII 0 - 5 2 98 
5 - 35 13 87 
Profile XIX 0 - 10 12 88 
10 60 12 88 
Profile XX 0 - 3 25 75 
3 - 30 16 84 
30 - 50 18 82 
50 17 83 
Profile XXI 0 
- 10 9 91 
10 - ~rn 20 80 
Profile XXII 0 - 30 12 88 
Hy gro sco pie al Equivalent 
Limits of Atterberg 
Depth. coefficient 
cm. % molsture Limit Limit Plasticity 
liquid plastic Index 
Profile I 0 - 25 10J 1 21, 6 36J 6 19,9 l 7J 5 
lI 0 - 25 12J 3 28J 91 55, 8 37,5 18J 3 
Ill 0 - 35 11, 4 24, 40 45, 5 20, 7 24, 8 
IV 0 ... 10 3, 4 16, 15 25, 0 13, 6 11, 4 
10 - 30 4J 1 18, 75 36J 8 14, 8 22,0 
v 0 - 25 3, 5 20J 91 24, 8 14, 8 10, 0 
VI 5 - 30 19, 6 34, 51 42, 5 31, 6 10, 9 
VII 0 - 25 8, 2 30, 32 48,0 31: 1 16, 9 
VIII 0 - 15 3, 6 20,55 29, 5 18, 0 11J 5 
15 7, 3 18, 35 29, 3 23J 3 6, 0 
IX 0 - 30 6, 0 26, 64 41, 8 21, 3 20, 5 
30 - 75 6, 2 26, 62 44,2 15, 9 28J 3 
x 0 .. 25 6, 3 24, 42 29, 7 18, 8 10, 9 
25 6, 5 21, 39 35, 7 19, 8 15, 9 
XI 0 - 30 6, 2 22 .. 35 30, 0 15, 2 14, 8 
30 8, 3 20, 71 38, 7 17, 8 20, 9 
XII 0 - 20 6, 5 31, 65 46, 0 25, 4 20, 6 
20 - 40 4, 3 20, 39 33, 6 19, 9 13, 7 
XIV 0 ·- 25 9, 1 27, 39 52, 4 25, 7 26, 7 




Limits of Atterberg 
coefficient 
cm. 3 moisture Limit Limit Plasticity 
liquid plastic Index 
Profile XV 0 - 5 8, 7 38, 92 67, 0 40, 8 26, 2 
5 - 30 5, 5 30,06 50, 0 29, 5 20, 5 
XYI 0 - 15 11. 0 32, 16 70, 2 53, 1 17, 1 
15 - 30 4, 7 18, 56 34, 8 21, 7 13, 1 
XVII 0 - 20 3, 8 17, 95 30, 4 18, 0 12, 4 
20 - 40 3, 8 18, 50 28, 4 18, 0 10, 4 
XVIII 0 - 5 10,, 6 32,42 65, 4 43, 3 22, 1 
5 - 35 7, 0 19, 68 36, 7 16, 0 20, 7 
XIX 0 - 10 7, 7 21, 92 36, 2 22, 7 13, 5 
10 - 60 3 .. 0 20, 38 J8, 2 17, 5 10, 7 
xx 0 - 3 4, 8 21, 88 35, 4 16~ 6 18, 8 
3 - 30 4, 2 20, 87 31,, 4 16, l 15, 3 
30 - 50 14, 2 23, 13 43, 8 lo 4 
• 
27, 4 
XX! 0 - 10 7 J 7 28, 06 54, 7 2~, 7 26, 0 
10 - 30 6, 6 23, 77 50,0 20, 5 29, 5 
XXII 0 - 30 3, 9 17, 37 36, 9 20, 8 16, 1 

STUDY OF THE DIFFERENT SERIES OF SOILS 
Since the Pr.ovincea of Huasca and Saragossa are geographically, 
geologically and climatically continuous with those of Logrono and Nav,!!:-
rra, some of the aeries of soils studied last year in the latter provinces 
extend into wide areas of Huesca and Saragossa, so that any discussion or 
study of soil series involves the repetition of ideas already ~et forth 
in our previous publication; a repetition v'ffiich is justified in the first 
place by the fact that we are dealing with two distinct publications, and 
in the second plaee by the occurrence of occasional slight variation.a 
within one series of soils due to a slight climatic difference or to the 
influence of man. 
Sandy-loarn.y Ribera Series.- This corresponds to an area of recent 
river deposits invariably giving soils of considerable depth without 
edaphologioally different horizons in their 'profile, such variations as 
may be observed horizontally being due to successive stages of fluvial 
sedimentation and therefore not of much interest for purposes of edaph£. 
logical study. The absence of genetic horizons rend.era classification 
difficult, and we have therefore decided to group them together in a single 
large Series of alluvial soils. 
These soils are all rich fannland. and have always been under 
irrigation, often as far back as the period of Roman dominations a factor 
whioh, together with intensive tilling and continuous application-of 
fertilizers, has had a very considerable influence on the course of their 
development. 
Generally speaking, the upper layer consists of a horizon about 
35 cm. thiok subjeoted to the influence of human labour, highly mineralized 
through intensive cultivation, but structurally fairly good. Underneath 
this horizon, down to a depth of more than a metre, is to be found the rest 
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of the deposits, unaffected by ploughing, which may be considered as 
horizon C, since it acts as bedrock, in spite of the fact that the roots 
of many crops penetrate deep into this layer. 
The subsoil,, or material of the layers below this, generally 
consists of gravels, though not without some ,sand and clay, also alluvial 
in character. This matter acts as D horizons and greatly influences the 
· water-relationships of these alluvial soils since the drainage depends 
very largely on their character, and this is a very important factor where 
irrigated land in semi-arid areas is concerned. As the water used for 
irrigation is very often drawn from wells, the study of t11ese D hori2ons 
is important if we wish to know what irrigation prospects a:ny particular 
a.re possesses, 
The matter of which these soils is composed is of widely differing 
origin as it is derived from the erosion of pre-existing soils, as found 
in the several catchment areas concerned, almost all calcareous in character 
since, with unimportant exceptions, the whole Ebro basin is so characterized, 
with a predominance of the Serozem and calcareous Brown Earth types, of 
medium texture, such as is pro1Jer to fluvial deposits, namely sandy loam 
or silt, without sandy or clay-type extremes. 
All these soils, then, can be grouped lUlder a single heading, into 
one great gro11p of Fertile Valley Soils, subdivided into Brown and Red 
Fertile Valley Soils, of which the former are derived from the Serozem ~nd 
Brown Earth limestones and the latter from the Terra Rossa. 
Stony sa.ndy loam Corella Series.- This series is intimately related, 
like the foregoing, with the river sediment from w'aich it is derived, the 
,result of a gradual formation as the flow conditions in the rivers varied 
over wet and dry periods within early Quaternary times, having been gradual, 
ly deposited in layers visible in profile in the normal direction of the 
stream as the river-beds shifted sideways. These deposits, then, or "terraces'', 
as they are called, were fanned under flow conditions which were almost 
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torrential: hence the predominance of gravels and rounded stones so~ 
times attaining considerable size and weighing up to several kilogranunes. 
The soil consists of the material deposited on top of these gravels as 
the rate of flow of these waters decreased, so that its passage into the 
gravels referred to is always abrupt. The layer of soil is never very 
considerable, as a rule about 50 cm. or even less, the thickness decrea~ 
ing with the age of t11e terraces, so that it is of little deptl1 in the 
u:pper terraces and more considerable in the lower. 
The soil profile is differentiated only by this passage into gravels, 
which.in faot act as D horizons since the matter deposited on top of them 
j_s independent. It is this matter which forms the farmer's medium, and it 
is devoid of genetic horizons, constituting a single man-worked Ap horizon, 
differentiated only by a more or less sandy texture, with less compactness 
and more fragmented structure than is found in the subsoil composed of 
essentially the same materials. The presence of calcium carbonate is the 
general rule, and mineralization, as is to be expected in a soil given over 
to agriculture for centuries, l1as proceeded far, the organic matter content 
being generally round about 1%. As is usual in comparatively shallow 
deposi ta, gravel is invariably found mixed into the lJody of the soil. 
In the older, higher terraces we find a layer or crust of limestone, 
called 11 caliche 11 or "hardpan", about 5 cm. thick, which cements the gravels 
together into a firm mass impenetrable to the roots of trees and crops. 
These limestone crusts were formed in climatio conditions of greater humid 
ity tho..n now prevail, but which were subject to alternate wet and dry 
periods of considerable durationo 
By reason of their special morphology these soils are called 11Sasos" 
or "Planas" (Flats), and cover wide areas of the Ebro Valley, They are botmd 
up w:i.th the present hydrographic system, but there are also considorable 
areas covered by them where the deposits came from 7vatercourses which have 
now disappeared, and which are something of a puzzle. The most import:mt 
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terraces are those of the rivers coming down from the Pyrenees and feeding 
the River Ebro·, together with those that belong to the Ebro itself. 
Certain soils have also been classified and mapped out within this 
same Series, having "!;he same morphology as shown in their profiles, but 
vfilich did not originate in terraces formed by rivers but by erosion from 
mountain fo:rmations, having accumulated on the mountain-sides and neal.'-by 
areas, and consisting of graveldeposits with comparatively little rounding, 
not laid down in t~r:raoes but in layers slightly inclined to the horizontal. 
These soils are further modelled by la·t~ e:t'Osion and differ only top.Q. 
graphically from those of the terraces, which are flat, whereas the others 
are sloping and form little hillocks. In these latter we never· find the 
hardpan layer because the water table is always at a considerable depth, 
owing to the slope, the wa tar charged with calcium bioarbona. te being 
hindered from finding :l.ts wa-:r out by capillary force arid subaequent evapora!. 
ion. 
Stony sanely-loam Fraga S~e,ries.- 'l'his series shows a close relatio!:!, 
ship with the Corella Series and is morphologically, topographically and 
agrioult\irally very similar. It occurs over wide areas of fiat country 
at different altitudes, and is formed by deposits of limestone or aan.9:, 
stone-limestone in·lthe form of long, flattened pieces of stone sometimes 
attaining a thickness of one or more metres. Up to now no geological 
study of these deposits of limestone has been undertaken, but we think 
there is no doubt that they are not due to river sedinentation like the 
terraces, but to a process of fragmentation ~aused by solifluation or by 
alluvial material from Miocene limestones carried down mountain slopes. 
These limestones are somewhat like sandstone in character and very soft 
and. would have been easily rounded or destroyed if they had been rolled 
about where there was water, which indicates that such a process of 
fragmentation must have taken plaoe "in situ" by solifluction. 
The profile of these soils consists of sanely-loamy surface soils 
devoid of differentiated horizons, in which the limestone fragments have 
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been mixed into the body of the soil ·and even appear on the surface. They 
are poor soils for agricultural purpoaes, dry, permeable, stony, and with 
a low organic matter ratio. In addition, vmereas in the Corella Series 
the:re is an abrupt di vision between the soil and the gravelss ~.hioh act 
as a D horizon, in the Fraga Ser:i.es the soil carmot be regarded as in 
dependent of the limestone frr<lglll.ents genetically, since the latter consti 
tute the original material or C horizon and the division is therefore 
gradual, showing an increased proportion of limestone as we go deeper. 
Since the humus layer has disappeared as a result of cultivation and erosion, 
these soils may be included within the large group of Brown Limestone Soils. 
Pamplona Marl Series, formed on marine Eocene marlsc. These marls 
are of considerable depth, and are found e:x:clusively in the Province of 
Huesoa, hardly airy instances occurring in that of Saragossa. They are of 
marine origin and are of considerable :importance from the geological point 
of view, but not so much from the pedological, beoatise they are almost 
invariably covered. by thin layers of gravel or terraces, and only appear 
on the surfaoe v.here there has been erosion of the Quaternary terrao~s. 
A typical exainple is afforded by the valley of the River Arag6n, 'vllich 
appears on the maps in part as a complex of the Corella and Prunplona Series. 
It is, then, along the river valleys that these marls are found, forming 
the slopes going down to the river-bed, which are covered, further up, by 
the river terraoeso 
The profile, :in this Series, shows an upper horizon of humus, with 
an organic matter oontent of 4%, permeable, of sandy loam, and crwnb 
structure, about ten centimetres thick. Under this, there is a more oonsisi 
ent horizon, down to a dept11 of 60 om., which is of poor permeability, light 
grey in colour, not very porous, structurally rather tUldeveloped, which 
passes gradually into marl without losing its bluish hue.The marl is 
occasionally shot through with thin strata of sandstone, which may be 
regarded as a D horizon, but without influence on the soil profile. 
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This Series is included in the major group of Burozem soils on 
account of its relative riclmess in organic matter. This o:rgrurlc matter 
is perfectly hwnified, and belongs to the limestone mull type, fonning 
clay-humus complexelii• In areas of cultivation the hurnic topsoil horizon 
has disappeared through mineralization and mixture with the subsoil, the 
organic matter ratio decreasing considerably in these, without, however, 
disappearing altogether, on account of the formation of the clay-humus 
complexes referred to, which are very stable. 
II 
I 
Lo§filY Larraun Series.- The distribution of the soils belonging to 
the I.arraun Series is in close relatioruihip with that of the matter from 
which it is derived and that of the climatic factors involved, since they 
are found only on top of exceedingly calcareous materials and in areas of 
abundant rainfall. They E,U'e well matured and disintegrated soils, either 
completely decalcified or with only a light secondary enrichment, with 
typical B texture horizons, compact, structurally we~l developed, almost 
invariably very plastic, &nd with a waxy sheen when they are cut. The iron 
in these soils is invariably peptized, often appearing in the fonn of 
separate conoretions, ruid occurring as more or less hydrated hydroxide, 
imparting to the soils a colour which ranges between yellowish ochre and 
red. 
To this I.a.rraun Series belong the Terra Rossa and Terra FUsca, 
formed by a. process of forces operating as follows: first, the limestone 
is dissolved; this is followed by profound chemical changes in the residual 
product, and finally, oxidation of the matter thus produced. 
'11he morphology of these soils shows, first of all, a humus horizon 
between 10 and ~O cm. thick with average organic matter content, the humUB 
being generally of the mull type, though transitional kinds approaching 
mull-like vegetable mould may also be found. This .A horizon is generally 
sandy-loam or loamy, with good to average internal drainage and well develOJ2. 
ed structure, generally of a cloddy type. Next we come to one or more B 
horizons in which the characteristics of these soils can be seen to greater 
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advantage~ The colour, in these horizons, is extraordinarily intense. 
The body of the soil, loamy or loamy-clayey in texture, is structurally 
very compact, free from cavities in the wet state and very ha.rd in the 
dry, in which it resolves itself structurally into angular aggregates 
of the polyhedral or prismatic type. The thickness of each of these 
horizons is generally 20 to 25 cm. The internal drainage is thoroughly 
bad. 
In most cases the soil, which is very liable to erosion, and 
hence subject to numerous transpositions, rests directly upon an 
undisintegrated C horizon vmich is almost invariably very pure, compact 
limestone, like the grey Liassic and Cretaceous limestones. 
Topographically, the areas covered by the Larraun Series are very 
irregular, and this, together with the fact that the banks of limestone 
are inclined at a considerable angle, makes for erosion of soils already 
very liable to it by reason of their intrinsic characteristics, so that 
we have, all together in the s~me area, a great variety of gradations, 
from pure skeleton or lithosoil to deep sedimentary soils more than a 
metre thick. These sediments are found in between the clefts of the rocks 
and diaclases, and generally in all the places where erosion cannot take 
place, which explains why large patches of soil of this type are seldom 
found. 
Loam.y Anso Series.- These soils are spread over a large patch in 
the north of the Province of Ruesca, in the Pyrenean region strictly 
so-called,.and they are therefore mountain soils found at altitudes of not 
less than 200 m. above sea-level. They were formed on l!"lysch-phase 
alternations of numrnulitic marls and sandstones, which are found in the 
form of very fine strata with deep folds broken off at the surface, so that 
both materials enter into the composition of the soils, as a result of 
their disintegration. 
The soil profile, as is to be expected in such a very mountainous 
area, is highly irregular, the topsoil having been largely destroyed by 
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deforestation, with fairly intense erosion, which has not, however, 
reached the point of complete destruction because the soil remains 
covered with thick undergrowth, and because the rocks which fonn the 
original material are easily disintegrated. Extensive areas of 
forestland, mostly consisting of oak, can nevertheless still be found 
in the retreats provided by watercourses and other areas protected from 
erosion. 'Ihis profile reaches a depth of about 50 cm. on the average, 
but may vary from about 10 to 80 cm. according to the gradient· and degree 
of erosion undergone, whose results are always to be folll1d since the 
slope is never less than 10 in 100 and sometimes even exceeds 25. 
The humus horizon has a thickness of about 25 cm. and a relatively 
high organic matter content, this being of the limestone mull type, which 
imparts to the soil an exceedingly good microgranular .structure. Undecomposed 
vegetable residues and roots are also found in this horizon, constituting 
a veritable felt matting of vegetable material. The B horizon is very loamy, 
thicker, and of subaneular polyhedral structure, with indifferent 
permeability which, added to the very considerable external drainage, gives 
it a very limy character. The B horizon passes gradually into the C, which 
consists of a mixture of physically altered sandstone and marl which 
supplies the soil with sufficient colloidal material and give it a loamy 
texture. 
We include this Series in the larger group of calcareous Brown 
Earths, very common in Spain, in which, sometimes for lack of rain and 
sometimes, as in the present case, on account of the excessive inclination 
of the terrain, the calcium carbonate l-tas not been washed out of the profile, 
so that it has become a forest-type Brown Earth • 
.§_and;y:-l_oapw Series o_f San_ Juan de )a Pefia.- This soil Series is 
confined to three small patches in the Province of Huesca, for which reason 
it seemed unnecessary to take a profile on account of its analogy with the 
stony Haro Series, from which it differs only in that the carbonates have 
been washed out of the profile. This is connected with what has already 
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been pointed outi namely that.in places in whioh the rainfall is not very 
abundant and the terrain has a considerable inclination only a small 
proportion of the vrater that falls filters through the profile, most of 
it being lost by surface run-off, so that the resulting type of soil has 
a. limy profile of the Serozem or calcareous Brown Earth type. It happens 
occasionally that, as a result of erosion, or because the geological 
strata are exactly horizontal; level surfaces or small tablelands are 
formed high up in the mountain .and here, as there is no external drainage, 
or hardly any, because there is no slope, all the water that falls 
percolates through the profile and, if there is good permeability, succeeds 
in washing out the calcium carbonate and fanning a soil of the Brown Earth 
forest type. 
This is the situation in a few limited areas of the stony Haro 
Series, the profile having been thoroughly leached, with pR values of 6 or 
7 in spite of the eminently calcareous nature of the original material. 
These soils are rather shallow and very penneable, with eravel throughout 
the profile, which enhances the permeability. 
Marly Haro Series.- This Series, as we said last year, continues to 
be the most representative of the soils in the arid zone of the Ebro Valley, 
which developed on top of a single rock formation consisting of alternating 
marl and calcareous sandstone of Oligocene origin and, as this region ha.a, 
since those times, been subject to different climatic conditions over 
successive periods of time, and also to a variety of erosive influences, we 
naturally find, in some cases, certain discrepancies in relation to the 
standard. type here described. 
In the profile we can almost always distinguish a first humus 
horizon, under this a horizon vr.l.th somewhat different textural and structural 
characteristics and, fin.ally, the marl resting upon the calcareous sandstone. 
The top horizon, 10 to 20 cm. deep, is sandy-loamy or loamy-sandy in texture, 
structurally rather w1developed and of the clodd.y type, full of roots and 
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very poor in organic matter. A B horizon abou.t 30 cm. deep comes next 
under this, formed by a :physical weathering process acting on the 
original marl. Next, we come to the c1 marl, to some e:x:tent decomposed, 
immediately after this a c2 of the same material, but compact now, and 
lastly D horizon sandstone, with successive repetitions of this 
lithological alternation. The horizon which we call B is te.x:turally more 
loamy and more compact in structure. The organic matter content of this 
horizon is practically nil, while in the horizon above it, it is somewhat 
higher, but still a very small ratio. There is.a high proportion of 
limestone throughout the profile, but a tendency is observable for tl1is 
to increase slightly in horizons B or B/C in spite of the almost total 
absence of dovvn drainage, which involves only very small differences 
between one horizon and another. 'fuis slight enrichment may well b.e due 
to upward leaching resulting from the dryness of the soil-air, in which 
case we should have a slight Ca horizon: and in fact a thin crust of 
calcium carbonate, at most 5 mm. thick, has been observed in some profiles, 
generally situated just below the marl and on top of the limestone sandstone. 
The chemical disintegration of the profile is very slight; in fact there is 
practically none, since it is prevented on the one hand by the considerable 
limestone content, and on the other by the extremely dry soil climate. The 
drainage in this Series varies considerably, but it may be stated generally 
that it is medium to poor internally, v~1ile the external drainage is 
influenced by factors not connected with the profile, so that it is almost 
always good or fair in rolling cou11try and very poor in flat parts. 
The variations within this Series are not e:xcE)ssive if we take into 
account the wideness of its area of distribution. l'ilaking allovmnoe for the 
principal factors making for this variability, such as the topography, 
degree of erosion, variety of climate and vegetation, we may refer to the 
most usual as being what we consider common Serozem and to other forms, 
few in number, which are not important enough to form complexes with the 
prevailing form, and still less, in view of the scale used, to be mapped 
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separately. Serozem, olassified by Stebutt as semi-desert, is e~ually 
·the so-called 11grey desert soil", that is, a soil with scant differentiation 
of colour·between one horizon and another, ranging from pale grey to 
brownish grey, representing a climax formation in semi-desert or arid 
steppe country, with a shallow humus horizon, xerophytio vegetation 
sparsely distributed, and little biological activity in the soil. 
In some cases the entire soil has been carried away by erosion, 
and in these conditions two diatinot cases may be observed1 the first, 
that in which the marl is more or less affected and has served as a basis 
for the fonnation of a shallow soil, under the conditions prevailing at 
the moment, which is poor in vegetation, extremely poor in humus, 1'ich in 
dust, loose and struotureless:a crude desert soil formed, of dust which we 
find in. extremely hot, dry places; the second, that in.which more prolonged 
erosi.ve influences have carried away even the marl itself, owing to its 
looaar·consistency, and left only the calcareous sandstone, which has 
remained on the surface by reason of its hardness and power of resistance, 
from which we then find dry rendzine, or xerorendzine, a soil closely 
resembling Serozem, but differing from it basically in that it develops on 
top of compact rocks very rich in calcium carbonate. 
In areas with an undulating contour we find this material in 
hollows, water-courses and tiny ,valleys, where it has accumulated and 
sometimes gives us moderately deep sediments which are generally dry and 
loamy, in other words a kind of xerothermio loam already showing a tendency 
to become saline and, when this tendency is increased, presents us with a 
veritable Solonohak Serozem, clearly enriched with water-soluble salts, 
often observable with the nalced eye by the whitish powdery deposit visible 
on the surface of the soil. 
Finally we may mention that, alongside the alternating marl and 
sandstone which is the general rule, there is, in certain very specific · 
areas, an alternation of marls and limestones, a combination of Miocene 
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fonnation, as in a small part of Las Bardenas; but as far as fonnation 
of soils is concerned it acts in the same way. 
Haro J!l:'lrly forest Series.- This Series is really a variety, or 
subseries, of the marly Haro Series, which latter covers an enormous 
extent of country and developed, as we have said, on alternate marls 
Und sandstones of Oligocene origin. As this geological facies is also found 
1n areas very close to the Pyrenees the rainfall increases gradually and 
the vegetation passes, also gradually, from the s1)arse xerophytic type to 
thick undc:)rg,'l."owth and finally to forest so that, whereas i.ri the ma:rly Haro 
Series the humus horizon scarcely exceeded a few millimetres in depth, its 
thickness gradually increases until it attains 20 cm. Under this humus 
horizon the profile always shows the same characteristics, so that the 
only difference between the marly series and the marly forest Haro series 
lies in the much further developed character of the humus horizon in the 
latter. Although it has been marked off in the soil rnap as a separate 
series, it may be considered·as a subseries. The humus horizon may attain 
an organic matter ratio up to 5%, is always calcareous and, wl.1ere the 
vegetation is thicker, is covered with a Porna layer consisting of 
undecomposed vegc:itable remains. The division between the horizons that 
make up the profile is gradual and bits of sandstone may be observed 
inco:rporated into the mass of the soil, 
This Subse:des may be considered as belonging to the major group 
of Serm~em soils, but formine a subgroup under the narae of Brown Serozem. 
In other words, it is a Serozem tendfr1e to evolve into a brown limestone 
soil of the forest type, from vvhioh tlrn oalcitun carbonate has not yet been 
leached out, but which ha.s a well developed humus horizon. 
Marly Caspe Series.- rn1is soil series also has the same characteristic 
properties as the marly Haro SBries, but in this case .the difference lies, 
not in the great~r develo1;rnent of the humus horizon, as in the Haro marly 
forest Series, but in the lithological factor. The Caspe Series is also 
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formed on alternat~ ma.rl and sandstone, but instead of being of 
Oligocene origin, they are Miocene fonnations in which the sandstone 
is very much richer in total calcium carbonate content than is the 
case with.Oligocene. sandstones, the latter being characterized by a 
more siliceous grain, whereas ~li.ocene sandstones have a more calcareous 
grain. On the other hand, the alternating Miocene marls show traces of 
a small stratum of gypswn while in the Oligocene marls no gypsum is 
ever observed. In spite of the similarity be.tween the types of soil 
developed on these materials considered from the morphological point 
of view, they have been regarded as forming distinct series in view of 
the fact that the notion of soil series implies special attention to the 
character of the originating materfol as a differentiating factor. 
The humus horizon is veryQthin, almost devoid of organic matter, 
with cloddy structure and very little consistence, and passes almost 
imperceptibly, with hardly any variation of colour, into the marl. This 
soil series is, therefore, comparable with the Haro Series and, like the 
latter, belongs to the larger group of xerophytic Serozem or semi-arid 
steppe soils. 
In tho small valleys hollowed out by erosion are deposited the 
materials carried down from the adjacent mountain slopes by the rainwater, 
and small patches of saline son are not infrequently to be found in these 
places owing to the salinity that characterizes these marls of Miocene 
origin• 
Sand.y-stony calcareous Moncalvillo Series.- The edge of the 
Tertiary Ebro basin, on the side which is in the Province of Huesoa, is 
covered with coarse matter gathered into conglomerates, of the Oligocene 
period, which mark the transition to soils of the Secondary age. These 
conglomerates consist of gravel and boulders, sometimes of enormous size, 
of a calcareous nature, cemented together after being deposited where 
they are by material which is also calcareous, so fanning the conglomerates 
which extend also into the northern part of the Province of Lerida. In 
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Huesca they are to be seen in San Juan de la Pefl.a,. near the ancient 
monastery, Pena Oroel, in the vicinity of Jaca, and in other places. 
These conglomerates form the original material from which are derived 
soils of the rendzine tYIJe, generally superficial, which support very 
poor, sparsely distributed vegetation, the profile being such as to 
prevent it from striking deep roots. They are dry soils vfith excessive 
external drainage. The profile shows an A horizon which is usually 
loose, shallow, rich in mineral matter but very poor in clay and humus, 
from 5 to 10 cm. in depth. As is to be expected, it has a high calcium 
carbonate content, even at the surface, with, of course, a strongly 
alcaline reaction. The mechanical disintegration of these soils is 
intense, on account of the considerable fluctuation in temperature and 
the almost total absence of downward leaching. From the A horizon we pass 
through a generally well developed Ca horizon, sometinies showing traces 
of petrification, to the parent rook which consists of the conglomerates 
already mentioned. 'l1hey a.re, then, shallow soils, always forming complexes, 
due to the excessive .gradient, with patches of lithosoil in whioh the 
conglomerates appear even on the surface. 'I1hey a:re classified as rendzine-
fonning, that is, having a tendency to fonn rendzines of the subtype 
xerorendzine. 
Stony Huro Series.- We have been induced by slight variations in 
the Haro Seri.es to subdivide it into subseries such as Haro 11'orest and 
stony Caspe and Haro. AB we have seen, the Haro ]'orest series was 
distiUo"'11ished by its very considerable humus horizon and the Ca.spa Series 
by a slight variation in the chemical composition of the originating 
matter. The stony Haro Series has also been marked off on account of a 
difference in the original material. We have said that the Haro Series 
was formed on alternating marls and sandstones belonging to a marine 
Oligocene facies. Now this, where it borders on a Secondary formation, 
presents an alternating facies of sandstone marls and limestone 
conglomerates which, by physical disintegration, supply a certain amount 
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of gravel to the body of the soil. 
We might have considered these soils as a different phase of 
the Haro Series but, as the presence of these gravels in the soil 
profile is of very considerable economic importance, we preferred to 
make the present division into different series. 
· ~rly Cinco Villas Series,- ~'hese soils cl.re to be found on marl 
fa.cies, in the great TerUary plains of Oligocene origin. The morphological 
peculiarities of the soils are very prominent because, on account of 
their properties and their appearance they are put to quite different 
agricultural uses from those of other varieties. These Oligocene marls 
belong to a lower geological level than tlw.t of alternate marls and 
sandstones and therefore appear in the flat open spaces between the areas 
of more or less ir.t~gular contour in the Haro Series •. 
These soils have hardly any humus horizon, which is reduced to a 
few millimetres in the immediate neighbourhood of such vegetation as there 
is, disappearing altogether where there is none. Underneath this humus 
horizon we come to the subsoil which constitutes the root zone and consists 
of. the marl in its original condition, or with very slight modifications: 
very hard and compact, with little permeability, and no differentiation of 
horizons. 
We are dealing, then, with completely mineralized xerophytic soils 
in which the proportion of calciurn carbonate reaches anything up to 40/o, 
with a :pH of over 7 .5, and which have not been able to develop genetic 
horizons on account of the impermeability of the soil and low rainfall. 
The roots which have managed to penetrate the mass of soil, where possible, 
are those of cereal crops, but these nc-.nrer go beyond 60 cm., so that doYm 
to this limit of penetration they may be considered as soils passing 
imperceptibly into the originatingmaterial, which is the calcareous clayey 
marl mentioned above. 
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The clayey-gypswn Monegros Series may be regarded as a subseries 
or va~iant of the Cinco Villas Series, being formed, also, on marls, but 
on marls of Miocene origin instead of Oligocene, which possess a small 
gypsum content. The.profile is similar in colour and morphology to that 
of the Cinco Villas Series, but the texture and structu:re of the soil are 
influenced by the gypsum, which makes it looser and more permeable, with 
a. slightly higher pH value, while the organic matter ratio remains the 
same. 
Marly:-£,'YJ>SUJn Per_?.lta Series.- 'l.1hese soils are the most representative 
examples of the arid and agriculturally poor character of the Ebro Valley. 
1l1hey belong t~ a gypseous Oligocene facies which consists of large bed~ of 
pure gypsum alternating with some kind of marl or sandstone. With this 
geological basis, a rainfall which hardly exceeds 300 .nun., and an evaporation 
rate far exceeding this, there is no difficulty in understanding why the 
profile cam1ot develop. Such vegetation as can exist on this kind of material, 
consisting of.Thi.mus vulgaris· and Rosmarinus officinalis, supplies hardly 
any organic matter to the soil, and what it does supply disappears rapidly 
on account of the intense heat of the sun, so that the humus horizon is 
reduced to a thiolmess of one or two centimetres, is ash-grey in colour, 
and contains very little organic matter. Under this we come upon the gypsum, 
or decomposed gypseou.<:i marl, and further down undecomposed gypseous marl. 
Tl1e soil profile is therefore very rudimentaJ.~y, of the (A)/c type, 
which we may classify as very shallow semi-desert gypseous xerorendzine. 
1I'hese semideserts belong to an area which has one of the lowest rainfalls 
in Spain. The countryside is arid in the extreme, and ·the light colour of 
the soil emphasizes this extremely arid appearance even more. 
Bu,jaraloz Series.- This may be regarded as a variant or subseries 
of the Peralta Series; from which it differs in havine a deeper horizon of 
disintegrated material, whether gypseous marl or gypsum, and in showing 
beds of highly calcareous ·white sandstone alternating with marls and 
gypsums: a slight difference of originating material which has induced us 
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to regard it as a distinct ooil series, and to mark it off accordinely 
on the map. The other profile characteristics are similar to those of 
the Peralta Series. 
2-WlSY~A1f~!!0'1J.,~'11J.~L§ii'~1J:Y_j}..~yi~.f~· - A.s the only difference 
hetwe('.Jn the tv·o neries lior> tn, the gravels pretient in the stony .A.lfamen 
type, they may be taken together. The reason why they have been treated 
as separate series is the uonsiderable economic importance of the stony 
character of the second, which we might otherwise have regarded as a. phase 
of the first 1 but had to be shovm on the maps •. 
The Alfamen Series belones to the major group of Se:rozern, or 
calcareous A/C profile soils proper to semi-deserts. It was formed on 
Yery sandy and very calcareous marl, which gives its sandy, calcareous 
character to the soile On top of the marl, these being tilled soils, only 
a very sandy Ap horizon can be distinguished, structurally very 1.llldeveloped, 
permeable, and poor in organic matter, which passes abruptly into the sandy 
marl unaffected by ploughing. 
This sandy marl constitutes the original material of the soils. It 
is compact, but permeable, with rather flaky structure. Alternating, 
geologically, vdth this marl, slight strata of very calcareous sandstone 
may be observed, acting as a D horizon. The stony Alfamen Series shows a 
certain proportion of gravels ~ppearing on the surface, carried down by 
erosion from the neigr.bouring mountain slopes. They never appear in the 
subsoil, so we may conclude that they are derived from an allochthonoua 
upper layer which has disappeared through erosion. 
LoarQy-sandy Langa Serift§:_.- These soils occupy a small patch of 
country in the south of the Province of Saragossa. They were formed on a 
terrace of extremely water-worn limestones cemented together so finnly by 
limestonA cement as to constitute a veritable conglomerate. Geologically, 
it is a terrace-like conglomerate, which has been separately mapped as 
having characteristics common to both .the Corella and the Cameros Series 
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and so forming an independent unit. 
The soils in question are shallow, havine been levelled off by 
wind erosion, of medium texture, calcareoUB and very alcaline, consisting 
of one single Ap horizon in which gravels have been raised from the 
subsoil by ploughing. Underneath this Ap horizon we see the conglomera.te 
and limestone banks of Travertine origin • 
.!&..am.Y:"sru1dy .limestone Cameros Series.- This series includes all 
soils that have calcium carbonate throughout the profile because they have 
developed upon calcarnous muterials. The presence of this calciwn cnr11o:nate 
is due; on the one hand, to the fact that the distribution area of these 
soils coincides with areas of medium rainfall: that is, not heavy enough to 
leach the soil; and on the other hand, to the charaoter of the mater1.al from 
which they are derived, which is calcareous, generally nummuli tic and wealden, 
often alternating with calcareous sandstone; and it is well known that marl 
is difficult to leach. 
The normal profile of these soils shows a well humified A horizon, 
with a mull-type humus well supplied with organic matter, medium texture, 
cloddy structure and, in this case, calcium carbonate even at the su_rface, 
although the ratios are low, and pH round about neutral or, occasionally, 
rather alcaline. ~b.e depth does not vary much --between 10 and 15 cm.--' and 
root forrna tion is good. 
We then pass without abrupt transition to the B horizo~ or horizons, 
which generally have a very loamy texture and more developed structure of the 
polyhedral type. The limestone content increases with the depth up to 30)b, 
so that we often find a well defined Co. horizon, or at least an accumulation 
of co3ca. at the bottom of the n2 horizon. In other oases this limestone 
horizon is not found as such but the pH is alcaline and the absorbent complex 
saturated with calcium ione. The calcareous horizon varies in depth according 
to the maturity of the profile while the limestone content depends on the 
amount in the originating material. 
This original material genera.11,y consists of limestones or 
oalofl,reou.s nanclstones ~ sometimes alterna;bing w:Uih marls~ in which case 
the effect of these is app1'eciable bl the profile, which generally has 
a more 10&1.rny texture and. omv;eg_uently a,lso a more compact struct\.Lr.e. 
~f!he external d1"ainage of these soils, oonsic1erine the 
topog:r.'<'1}.1h:i.cE1.l ir:regular:t-b;y·? is fail'ly good; not so the internal drainaee, 
wh.:l.ch~ :for i;ha reasons given~ :lf~ slow., 
9:1he[m soils beitJB renrlz:i.nes :i.n the i':i.rst stages of their 
developmf,n l: ~ t:1e;y a:re ofhm foi:md Jn :assoc:l.atfon vr1 th the latter {:;ype 
of soiL An example of this ie to be EJ(-:!~n in J)l'ofUe II$ fTorn an area 
in vihich the vrJ0.om:iJ:1.a ting Bt?.I'ies ~ by i'a2· :' is tJ:m t with which we are now 
cleal:!.ng~ On a, different ~~cale we might also dfo'dngu.ish zones with 
complexes~ but on tl:w sca1e adol'.Ji;,'lCl. :i. t :i.e suf'f:i.clent to point out the 
e:x:cept:tom-J t;c-; thir3 1-ie:des o 
2.i:mY...:.:lo_@J!JY_f~p_:bQ~...!!2§!]..L,,.El F:i:i.l>'?llO ...§~t:b~a- ~[hese two series 
are -taken together~ in the fj_:rs t pJ.e~oEJ beoa.w3e they aro found 011 ~rriassic 
format1ont> eomd.st:Lne of cl:tfferent·-coloured rnarJ.o ;,md red sandstones~ 
and. in "\.hB second place O(·:cau..r::Je they i;enerally occur in cornplexefJ o 'l'he 
Rubio ~$.,,:des consists of vo~r-y superficial soils~ .r:Jancly~loarn._y in cha:eacter 
aXld poor in organic 111attor 1, tbe or:J.g.:Lnat:i.nr; rnatorie.l 'be:tne coarse~grained 
:tHo.ciish 1'Jandr:r~ones of tho D1.m.Jcsru10.st01.n t;nxi and :•~ea siliceous slates, 
wbi1.0 ·the l!'ra.sno Seri.es :ts formed on parti~·coloured Keuper marls which are 
oocasiona.lly gypaeousu 
Whereas the Hnbi6 Serhis belo:ngfl to 'hlie southern. type of Brown 
.Elarths ~ the El li'.'ra1:mo Serir::s 1.s a rna.rly Serozemo 
~l1\Y.::Q...8£!..c1x.._.Q;rs-le~!.fL::l~rJe§J...-· '.J:he gY."ea.t P-.trenean limestone area 
oons:lsts of a. complex. of Ordese, Ser:i.es ancl calcareous 1i tho-·soils. The 
normal forrni.:t tion :l.n Spain on calcareous :r·ocks 9 represent.ing a. climax form, 
is that of dry 1 limy Brown Earths normalJ.y belonging to the Cameros Series. 
These so:Lls ai·e unable to evolve into· foreHt .. ·typi:i :Brown illarthe:1 because the 
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soil-leachine;· processes are hampered by lack of rain, When the rainfall 
is considerably greater, as in the Pyrenees, with increased altitude, 
the soil profiJ.e tends to lose its carbonate content b-y leaching, in which 
case the evolution begins with a soil of the rendzine type with calcium 
carbonate throughout the profile, then this begins to be W'd.shed out of 
the A horizon of the rendzine; but the steepness of the inclimtion 
prevents this soil from evolving into forest-type Brovm Earth and the 
profile is left like an A/C horizon, resting on limestone :rock which is, 
however, completely cleoalcified. An incipient (B) horfoon, due to 
liberation of the iron oxides, is still observable, on account of which 
these soils are classified as brown rrmclzine. 
The humus horizon is very rich in organic matter, about 15 om. in 
depth, permeable, and of granular struct.ure with little consistence. The 
(B) horizon appears after a transitional A/(B) horizon and is poor in 
organic matter, loamy, and of granular structm·e with little consistence. 
From this we pass, without transitional matter, to the very hard and 
compact limestom~ rock. 
Loaip.Y.:-sandy A teca Series.- On Silurian or Carribr:l.an shales, with a 
rainfall of 400 nun., and in mountainou.s country previously covered with 
forest, we get shallow soils forming a complex w:Lth litho-soil~ and eroded 
areas. 'l'hey have a humus horizon at most 10 cm. thick, with little organic 
matter, and highly mineralized. The B horizon has undergone hardly a:ny 
chemical disintecration and consists of the products of the physical 
erosion of the shale, which is very liable to physical change. The entire 
1n·ofile, which is never more than 30 cm. deep, has pieces of slate mixed 
into the body of the soil and even appearine at the sm"'face. They are 
stony soils, but the oriGinal shale has a certain proportion of clay :In 
its initial. composition, so that the B horizon io fair1y loamy and has a 
high cation exchange capacity. 
This type of soil is vr-Jry common in Spain and is always formed on 
siliceous rocks in open woodland or covered with thin undergrowth, where 
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the1-q is 1i ttle rainfall and more mechanical than chemical disintegration. 
The$El brown earths are poor in organic matter and are therefore called 
southern or Mediterranean Brown Earths • 
.§iony Na.iera Serie.I!•- This series has the same characteristics 
as has the stony Haro Series, the only difference being the colour of the 
marls which alternate with the sandstones ru1d the conglomerates. They are 
stony soils, in which the material that is not stony is sandy-loamy. They 
are very poor in organic matter~ and they have no genetic horizons. 
Sandy-loan~ Demanda Series.- These are mature soils of medium 
acidity. !n the profile the three horizons A, B and C are clearly 
distinguishable, though very often it is not a perfectly normal profile 
since pieces of rock, or '1eboulies", of variable size may be observed in 
it, forming part of the soii mass. The humus horizon, from 10 to 20 cm. 
thick. is rich in organic matter, and under this there is a structural B 
horizon of varying depth• but .normally 20 to 60 cm., which is poorer in 
organic matter. These two horizons develop on different types of rock, 
the most common being sandstone and shale. They are texturally well 
balanced soils, but no one grai1ulometric fraction predominates over any 
other in any of the horizons making up the profilet and structurally there 
is little or no compactness, the cloddy or crumby type being the most 
common• and there is no abrupt transition between horizons. Both internal 
and external drainag·e are good, partly owing to the textural and structural 
qualities of the profile and partly to topographical factors, as the 
terrain is mostly broken country. 
On the basis, lareely, of differences between the originating 
rook formations, but without separate mapping, we have distinguished 
two principal varieties of soil: oligotrophic brown earths, derived from 
quartzite sandstone or some crystalline rook, which are very poor in 
nutrient materials and have a low or middling base saturation, and the 
tYJ)ioal sandy-loamy texture, and mesotropic bro\m earths, namely those 
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Which are passing into the eutrophio, in which shales abotmd. These are ,, 
very loamy soils, with a very compact structure, less acidity and 
considerably greater soil activity. 
Within the domain of the forest Brown Earths, forming rniriute 
and very isolated enclaves, quite impossible to map, we have 11ranker11 
forms and forms of podzolized brown earths. 
Li tho-soil areas.- These consist of extensive areas in which 
erosion, or inhibition of genetic factors, is responsible for the total 
absence of any soil at all on top of the rock. As an instance of 
inhibition of the genetic factors there is the Pariticosa Series in which, 
as a result of erosion together with the high altitude, there are only 
denuded areas of granitic rocks. 
AGROLOGICAL VALUE OF THE SOIL SERIES 
The agrological value of· a soil depends on a number of factors, some 
of which are unrelated to its constitution, such as topography and climate, 
while others follow from its morphology and its physical and chemical lJropertiet.. 
With regard to extrinsic factol's, namely climate and topography, we have 
already noted the irregularity and scanty amount of the rainfaii in most 
parts of the two provinces of Hu.esca and SaragossaJ a factor whioh ca.uses 
the results of the harvests to vary also considerably. In addition to this, 
the mostl.Y very irregular topography does not help the ·rainwater to percolate 
into the soil, and the consequent surface run-off causes erosion and forms 
rivulets and torrential watercourses which are nonnaliy dry for.most of the 
year• It is 9 then; a harsh and diffioul t region for the fanner, who has to 
oontena perpetually with nature, for.the good years, from the meteorologioal 
point 0£ view, are rather the exception, and. in mo.st years there is a. 
deficiency of rain which is aggravated by the intense evaporation caused b~ 
the strong prevailing winds. 
It is, however; possible to ad.apt the cropping and land improvement 
system to local cond.itiona, the best dry fanning types of produce being the 
vine, olive and. oerea.l crops, whi~b. need very little water and give quite 
good yie1de p:tOvided the weather conditions have not been very adverse. 
But it is in the irrigated areas that the land is being improvecl. 
in the most rem_axkable way under a scheme at present on foot for turning 
dry-farmed into irrigated areas• covering more than 200tOOO hectares; while 
in the old.er irrigated. areas, going back to iloman times, the agricultural 
yields ~ould not be better. 
There is considerable diversity in the agrological value of th~ 
different series of soils, which are distinguished on the basis of the 
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p}\ysical properties of the profile, the character of the horizons composing : 
it and that of the parent material, on which the estimate of their 8.e;.r,i 
cultural value depends. Each Series therefore has a different agrological 
valuet and the mapping of the various Series is of great value for classi!z 
ing the different soils and estimating their suitability for cultivation. 
The various Series mBiY be divided into three major groups; the fi~st 
oonsiats of soils eminently suitable for cultivation in 'the fonn of crops, 
the second of soils suitable for trees and shrubs, and the third of soils 
suitable for both purposes. 
'!he Ribera Series consists of alluvial soils which are worked under 
irrigation, the principal types of produce being fruit and vegetables for 
human consumption in general, and also maize, beet, tobacco and rice. They 
are deep soils of medium texture, calcareoUs and struc~urally well developed, 
but poor in organic matter, so that the farmers have to treat them with as 
muoh farmyard. manure as possible. 
The Corella Series consists of soils of medium texture, generally -
in flat country, but showing a very stoey profile :i.n which root penetration 
is difficult for most plants, and which are very bad when layers of "hardpan" 
are observed, since these are completely impermeable and impenetrable. Hence, 
the most suitable use to which these soils can be put is precisely that to 
which they are put, namely for vineyards: a profitable and rational use 
yielding one of the greatest natural assets of these two provinces, the 
Rioja vine, whioh derives its peculiar characteristics from the properties 
of these soils, being well known and ne1d:Lng no bush. It would not be a 
profi~ble investment to attempt to tr?nsform these soils, even with ample 
facilities and supplies of water, for the disadvantages presented by the 
profile woUld still exist. A much more profitable procedure would be a 
careful tending of the vineyards with a view to inoreaeing the yield and 
qualit of the produoe, and a vigorous campaign against cryptogams. 
Of less agrological value than the Corella is the Fraga Series. 
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}I'hese are not suitable soils for wheat-growing~ having little capacity 
for retaining moisture, and very rapid internal drainage; so they are 
generally sown with barley or rye whioh resist drought more success:t'ully. 
Olive-trees, vines and almond-trees are well adapted to these soils. 
The marly Haro- Niljera and Caspe Series are almost e:x:oluaively a 
d:izy-fa:rming type of soil and basically adapted to cerealst though this 
does not mean that conditions are i4eal for this sort of crop, either 
pedologioally or climatically. liTom the latter point of view, the harvest 
is not infrequently affected by the variability of the weather conditions, 
while in the soils themselves there are also con:liderable variations, 
especially in point of texture and structure, as well aa in respect of 
the depth at which both the marl and the sand.stone are generally found. 
The topography of these areas is, in general, of' the undulating type, which 
means that there is genera.lq a succession of hills with small flat areas 
between them where the soil is much deeper; all of vvhich gives very variable 
extern.al drainage, which may be anything from very good to obstructed. On 
the other hand, the internal drainage is, as a general rule., rather poor, 
and this due, fundamentally, to the defective structure of the profile, 
andt even more, to the presence of the impermeable shelves of mrl. 
Add to all this a low exchange capacity and a deficiency of' plant 
nutrients, and the conclusion is that these are soils of indifferent agr.Q_ 
logical value in which proper field work and necessary corrective measures 
will be of the greatest assistance. 
The flat parts and_ the slightly undulating areas are suitable for 
transformation into irrigated land, provided that we are left with the 
marl and sand.stone on top by means of appropriate levelling operations. 
Lastly, a very pressing problem, which demands rapid solution, is 
that whiah arises from the severe erosion to which the Haro Series soils 
are subjected. Flvodwaters invade the cultivated fields of this area, 
levelling all before them and carrying away the topsoil, so that it is 
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sometimes to distinguish the furrows once nade by the plough. 
The Haro forest Series consists of oak-forests, and land covered 
with brushwood and thickets. 
The soils of the Peralta and Bujaraloz Series, at present without 
vegetation or with only scanty vege ta ti on in the form of very thin Xer.Q_ 
phytic scrub, have hardly any or no agroloGical value. He-planting of these 
areas with trees able to withstand drought and the presence of gypsum in 
the soil,· such as we have noted in a few areas, might be a possible solutiono 
The Pamplona Series, vtll,ich, in Nava:rTe, possesses considerable 
agricultural value, is not present to any appreciable extent either in Hue§_ 
ca or in Saragossa, being almost e:i:J.tirely covered, as we have already said, 
by a terrace; that is, by the Corella Series. 
The soils of the La.rraun, Gameros and I.anea Series, which are always 
loamy, or sandy-loamy, with good water retention capacity and good depth 
wherever they have not been affected by erosion and are used as permanent 
meadowland, all huve the same agricultural use. As they are very subject 
to ero~on in the hillier parts, calcareoutcrops are frequent, but the 
erosion has been arrested in many places, par.ticularly in the province of 
Huesca, by su.i table reafforestation. In the valleys that have been filled 
up with materials derived from these soils by erosion a high standard of 
fertility is reached and the lend is used for other purposes besides gras.§_ 
land, and produces crops. 
The Santurdejo and Moncalvillo Series, which have very irregular 
topographical featm·es, with very stony profiles containing sometimes very 
large round stones, almost always cemented, are of very little aericul tural 
value and produce practically nothing but what can be got from the lJrushwood. 
The Cinco Villas and Monegros Series are potentially very fertile 
but, being clayey soils, they can only be worked vd th large quantities of 
v;ater. They are used exclusively for wheat and barley, of which they yield 
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the best harvests in the years when the rainfall is abundant. The Monegros 
Series is gypseous, but the presence of gypsum is not a serious disadvantage 
in dry fanning. The topography of these series is very flat, with difficult 
external drainage, o:i:i accmmt of the marly character of the soil, deep 
gullies, sometimes down to several metres, being opened up by pouring rai~ 
water. 
The Alfamen Series, by reason of its sandy character, is very poor 
in plant nutrients, and of very limited agricultural value on accollllt of its 
situation in one of the driest parts of Spa.in. Barley and rye, and a few 
vines, are the only things it produces. The stony variety is even poorer. 
The Demanda Series, which belongs to the group of l!'orest Brown 
Earths, varies only in depths of profile, this being shallower in places 
where the slope of the terrain is steeper. It is these differences of relief, 
together with differences of climate, that determine the use to vfilich the 
land can be put, which is that of permanent meadowland except in places 
where, on account of the excessive gradient or of the remoteness of the 
spot from inl1abited areas, it hus to be used for forestry. 
Any rational use of meadowland should in many cases include a study 
of fertilizer requirements, so that not only the~ quantity, but also the 
quality and nutritive value of the grass may be increased. 
The Ateca Series, on account of the shalJ.owi1ess and steep inclination 
of the soils, is of no agr:i.oul tural use, and the same in true ofthe Rubi6 
Series; the only use to •vhich they can be put being that of reafforestation, 
where this is a feasible proposition, on account of the severe erosion to 
which they are subject. 
Areas which have only litho-soil, and the soils of the Ordesa Series, 
are no more than wasteland., and cannot be used either for forestry or for 
any agricultural purpose. 

MINERALOGICAL STUDY OF THE BULKY FRACTIONS (SAND) 
OF THE MATERIALS STUDIED IN THE EBRO VALLEY 
The fractions of the soils studied, with grain diametres randing 
from 0.02 to 2 mm., from the mechanical analysis, were submitted to a 
preliminary treatment with acids so as to obtain perfectly clean grains 
of mineral with a view to optical identification of the species. The 
details of the teclmique used were given on pages 85 to 88 of the first 
paper in this series of studies of the soils of the Ebro Valley. (1) ~ 
An initial weight of sand for each sample (Table I) after sieving 
through a 5 mm. mesh was taken as starting-point and the samples were · 
weighed again after treatment with acids, washing and drying, the carbonate 
content being calculated from the loss of weight. 
By further treatment of the clean sand with a dense liquid 
(bromofonn a.g. = 2.9) each gross fraction was divided into the· two "light" 
and "heavy" sub-fractions, of which it is composed. With the dense minerals 
preparations were mounted with the grains of mineral in Canada balsam for 
optical inspection, while the "light" specimens were studied in unmounted 
apparatus by inclusion of the grains within a drop of a mixture of chlor.Q. 
benzol and nitrobenzol in proportions so calculated as to achieve equilibrium 
between the refractive index of ·the mi:X'ture and that of the quartz, thus 
effecting an easy optical separation into quartz and feldspars with a view 
to fixing the relationship for each sample. 
The results of the mineralogical analyses are given in Tables II; 
III and IV. Among the 11dense" minerals many a.re opaque, the proportion 
(1) "STUDY OJ!' THE SOUS OF THE EBRO VALLEY" I. Provinces of Logro~o 
and Navarra. 
being from 16 - 17 % up to 78 - 97 %, with a predominance of secondaries, 
or those which are opaque through modification. The most numerous natural 
opaque kinds are the oligiste-irons (Fe2o3) including the haematite variety 
and, in much smaller numbers, the ilmenite, magnetite etc.; hence the grains 
of goethite, limonite and leucoxene derived from them by modification. 
Among the transparent "dense 11 minerals we note the constant occur.r, 
ence of the "common" species,, tourmaline, zircon, rutile, with some anatase 
and brookite; all of which are resistant minerals of frequent occurrence as 
accessory to acid rocks. Garnet is the least constant and frequent in these 
materials, in its almandine variety, except for Profile XX, which gives 
percentages of 14, 16 and 29 in the horizons. It is also found in Profiles 
XI and XVI. In these soil profiles the originating materials underwent less 
modification, as is proved by the predominance of nntural opaque over 
secondary opaque species. Thus, the horizon that shows 29 % garnet gives 
23 % natural opaque through modification. 
The infrequent occurrence of non-resistant species such as the 
minerals found in metamorphic rocks (staurolite, distbene, andalusite, 
silimanite), aruphibolea, pyroxenes, micas and chlorites, confirms the erosive 
chemical actions which the original materials have undergone. 
The "light" fractions are predominantly quartzose and the feldspars 
that have not disappeared are present in small quantities and have suffered 
considerable alteration. 
The mineralogical analysis of the "bulky" fractions studied reveals 
their origin in mature soils that lost their decomposable minerals by some 
form of change, so that this "sand" fraction no longer constitutes a real 
reserve for the soils, as they are poor in 11basic" minerals, or minerals 
bearing fertilizing cations which form the natural mineral reserve of a soil~ 
The morphology of the mineral grains, with predominance of fragments 
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and infrequent occurrence of crystals, producing a very &ivided form of mate!, 
ial, is evidence of the in tense mechanical actions undergone by the original 
materials. 
We might sum up this study of the "bulky" fractions as follows: 
Abundance of "light" fractions, predominantly quartzose; "dense" fractions 
scanty, and consisting almost exclusively of opaque and resistant, or "covunon" 
minerals that withstand cycles of sedimentation and transporting actions and 
are affected only by a mechanical process. The predominant association of 
these in all the samples is tourmaline-zircon-rutile, with frequent occurrence 
of the titanium oxides anatase-brookite. Abundance of secondary material among 
the opaque grains. 

STUDY OF THE CLAY FRACTIONS 
A model 2A, RDA microscope belonging to the Ins ti tuto de Optica. "Daza de 
Vald~s 11 , of the c.s. de I.e. was employed. 
The teohrdqu.ee employed were tho following three& normal, gold-palladium 
aha.dow:l.ng and gold carbon replica. Suspension was undertaken in wafar with 
o, lN NH3 and dispersion effected with ultraaound waves. Nonnally 7 .. 500 to 10.000 
diameter soretJn enla.rgerai:mts wera employed. 
An X-Re..y PW1010 Phillipa generator with PW1050 wide range Goniometer and 
Electronic Circuit Panel with Recorder Pw.1..051 was employed. 
Working oonditio.ns ware as followet filtered oopper radiation, 40 Kv. 20 mA 
scan apeed 111 per minute; div13rgencla slit, 11!; scatter ali't, 0,2; receiv:tng slit, 
12; time constant, 4 seconds .. The follow:l..ng diagrams were obtained: a) of thG whole 
untreated clay. In the cusa of the a.x:istance of a large amount of' orga.nia matter 
th.is wa.a p:rev.loualy elimina:ted by treating it with 20 vols hydrogen paroxid.a. b) 
of the clay after having bean uubjectad to treatmant to dissolve frae aesquioxidea. 
c) of the previoua elay t1·eutod with glycerol. d) of tho clay after heatirig duri1'lg 
two hours. 
Teohf!.igues emJil2yed in diff:eranti~l thol."111§.:\...~l;y:s!_s, (D.T.A. ~ and d12kl..<tr~i?l!:. 
Differential thermal analysis waa carried out with the apparatus and by 
the method which Aleixandre has described. The sample and the ine11'.'t material are 
placed in n. nickel block and heating is effected at the rate of 12Q C per minu·te. 
Dehydration curves are estimated by the intermitent heating mathod. Points 
ware mrked at 1002 C intervals. 
These methods have oo:nfirmed the results obtained ·in the first two method.a 
and have not introduced any worthwhile modifioation in tl1e conclusions reached. 
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II.- Mineralogioal desoription o~ the diffe:t,'.2nt Erofile~ 
PROFILE I 
0 - 25 
PROFILE III 
0 - 35 
35 
PROFILE N 
10 - 30 
PROFILE V 
0 - 25 
PROFILE VllI 
PROFILE IX 
0 - 30 
30 - 75 
Heteromatrica.l Illi te, predominating that of a very 
small size, kaolinite and quite an amount of mica; 
all of them very altered. Goethitio and haematitio 
iron are also frequent but not abundant. Salts~­
amorphous gels are also observed and are deposited on 
other minerals. Quartz is scarce. 
FUndarnentally constituted by typical, heterometrical, 
altered Illite. Clearly mica and kaolinite. Very little 
quartz and altered vermiculite. 
Similar to Profile I, 0-25. Predominating Illi te over the 
other minerals present. The micas a.re multileaved. All 
the material is very altered. Although scarce, Goethite 
is present. 
Illi te of a very small size, Small crystals of kaolinite. 
Mica looks oruahed, that is 1 as if mechanically altered. 
Quartz is clear. Some short needles of Goethite. 
Heterometrioal Illite; altered montmorillonite, mica and 
quartz. Besides other amorphous substances, possible 
aluminium oxides~ The short acioulate iron :ts goethitfo 
and haemati tic. Some rhombohedrons of calcium carbonate. 
Predominating Illite. There also are mica, kaolinite of 
medium size and montmorillonite. All· the fonner minerals 
altered and with adsorbed gels. The short goethite observed 
is very scarce. 
Similar in everyth:ipg to Profile VIII, 15. 
Sim.ilar to the fonner with the only difference of the 
presence of atypical montmorillonite; clear presence of 




o - ;o 
PROFILE XII 
0 - 20 
20 - 40 
PBOFILE XIV 
0 - 25 
25 - 50 
PROlJ'ILE XV 
0 - 5 
5 - 30 
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The mineral conspicuous for its alteration and 
transformation is, here, vennioulite. Neverhl1eleea the 
moat abundant is illite; goethite is of greater size. 
There is also gypsum and calcite. 
Illite predominates and even though heterometrical, it 
is of great size; amorphous substances are observed. 
Kaolinite clear but not perfect; some quartz and ohlorHlo 
mt:t t13rial. I r1)H oxides are mixed 1Vi th some ilmeni tic fonna. 
Sa.me as the fonner -but more altered. 
Fundamentally fanned by illite, followed by kaolinite of 
a small size, altered mica and chlorite. The abundance 
of iron oxides is typical. 
Ohlorite and micu, which, even though altered are fresher 
than in the other samples of the Isrida series. Kaolinite 
and goethitio iron. Possibly ilmenite. 
Similar to the fonner, perhaps a little higher proportion 
of kaolinite. 
The predominating mineral ia illi te. In smaller proportion 
chlorite and kaolinite. Noteworthy is the presence of 
sepioli te. 
Same as the former. 
The presence of illite still predominating; there exist 
al tared mica and in smaller proportion chlori ta and 
kaolinite. Also goeth.itic forms of iron oxides in 
different degree of development a.nd, in some oase ilmenite. 
Same as forlller. 
PROFILE XVI 
0 - 15 
15 - 30 
PROFILE XVII 
0 - 20 
20 - 40 
PROFILE XVIII 
5 ... 35 
PROFILE XIX 
0 - 10 
10 - 60 
PROFILE} XX 
0 - 3 
3 - 30 
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Illitio material of small size predominating. Chlori-te 
and little kaolinitea The iron oxides are haematitio. 
.Amorphous substances, 
The minerals present, similar to those in the former 
a ample are not so al tared. More abwldanoe of kaolin! te 
than in the former, even though still small in size. 
Also iron and aluminium oxides, mostly amorphous, and 
dolomite. 
Illite still the predominating mineral. Also mica more 
or less altered and some chlorite and kaolinite. Presnnce 
. of quartz.. 
Similar to the fonner. 
Minute forms of illite predominate, alternating with those 
of medium size. The few kaolinitea observed are also very 
small; very lHtle chlori te and mica. alternating; iron 
oxides of goethitic and. haernati tic nature. 
Illi te with many fonna of small size; altered mica and 
ohlorite. Oxides of goethitic irono 
Illite and altered mica in great sheets; fresh kaolinite, 
whole or :i.n pieces. The crystals are smearc~d by amorphous 
substances. Some forms of quartz are also visible. 
Il+ite, kaolinite.and amorphous substances 
Same as the f oimer but with higher con ten ts of kaolinite 
though always lower than illite. Noteworthy is the 
presence of amorphous substances and even organio matter. 
Some haematitio iron oxide. 
PROFIIE XXI 
0 - 10 
10 - 30 
PROFILE XXII 
0 - 30 
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Illite, altered mica, chlorite and kaolinite, all 
very heterometrical. Some quartz. Tl1e amorphous 
material has been adsorbed on the surface of the 
minerals mentionede 
Same as former but no presence of kaolinite has been 
observed. 
Illi te and in smaller proportion ka.olini ta, al tared 
mica and chlorite, The amorphous materials adsorbed 
on the minerals mentioned. 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
'rhera is one characteristic note common to all the samples and it 
is the predominance of the mineral illite. It is present in fonns of dif. 
ferent size and alteration degree. 
In opposition to what happened in the soils of the provinces of 
Logrono and Navarra, ·uie proportion of kaolini ta decreases considerably 
while other minerals appear, such as chlori te, montmorilloni ta and in 
some cases sepiolite and vermiculiteo Geologically the latter two are known 
to be present in our Tertiary Basins, therefore it ia not strange they 
should appear in the clay fraction of soils fonned upon sediments of the 
Ebro Basin. 
The high degree of transformation affecting nearly all mineral 
species and producing atypical fonna on being observed through the electronic 
microscope and giving X-Ra.ys din.grammes with no neat lines, is also a very 
frequent characteristic; besides the observations are masked by the abundanoe 
of the amorphous materials fanned, which appear associated with crystalline 
forms of iron oxides of different hydration· degree, some cases of titani 
ferous f onns having also been record.ad. 
_q '8 - ' 
AGROLOGICAL VALUE IN RELATION TO THE 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE SOILS 
The agrologioal value of the soils depend.a on their physical 
constitution and the contents of nutritious elements for the plants. 
There also e:idst other factors, which we are not going to consider here, 
external to the soil, su.oh as olimata and to)?Ograpby, whioh determine 
soma given oultures ans agrological exploitation ayatemso The contents 
in nutritious elements varies with the season of the year, w1 th the 
addition of fertilizers, it is therefore a factor tha.t the farmer oan 
vary with certain facility acoording to his diaoarnment and the neoe_! 
sities of the orops. The phyeioal constitution of tho soil, its morphology, 
texture, atl"ll.Cture and depth, is a factor that is praotioally unalterable 
in moat oases. That is v.by the agrologioal value of a soil depends · 
fundamentally upon its physical properties and the oombination of these 
physical properties a.re it~ most genuine and unalterable representation. 
The agrologioal value as the :f'unction of the pbysioal properties 
of the provinoea of Huasoa and Zaragoza ranges be~nean V8ry wide limits. 
Tb.ere are soils series that are eminently foreatal, others are ae.'"ri 
cul turaJ., and there is one, that of Ordeea, which cannot be included 
in .this study a.a, through the erosion only the naked rook remains. 'Jllia 
division in agricultural a.nd. foresta.l series is a very clear in soma soil 
series, whereas oth!:!rs can on1y be considered as an intermediate stflge 
and as they have a very low agrioul tura.l value their ·~eorioal a:pplicaUon 
is foresta.1 and are oiily cultivated because of the low life standard of 
the f anners of this region. 
'lhe relation of the soils to water is of great importance as, 
due to the very scarce pluvioeHy, the moat fertile soils ara those whioh 
can assure a best amount of rain water, Thia utilization of rain wa.teJ.' 
is date:rinined by the outside drainage, that is, by the topography and the 
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oa.pucity for retaining the dampness. 'l'ha series of plain topography are 
those of Ribera., Corella, Fraga, Cinco Villa.a and Monegros, whose capacity 
for water retention and the depth of the profile are the factors to detennins 
their fertility. Apart from the aeries Ribera, of very high fertility, as 
being irrigated land and whose Hectare can bring forth up to 250.000 peS,!! 
ta.a, the series of Cinco Villas, Monegros, Corella. end Fraga decrease in 
this order in agricultural value. Oinoo Villas and Monegros have a great 
capacity for water retention and are very deep and plaatio soils v.hich ne~d 
a given degree of drunpnesa to be ploughed; they are not very permeable soils 
and their stru1Y~ure is not very developed; they are conaist1;mb and compact; 
potentially very fertile but they need a great amow1t of rain water so that 
it oan penetrate to the lower levels of the profile and this is not often 
the case as rainfalls are very scarce. At present wide zones of these 
series are being made into irrigated land, whiob bringe about many problems, 
among which thoBe of drainage and sal:ini ty are the most important; the 
drainage of the series of Cinco Villas is very slow and the Monagros series 
has a lot of gypsum and other soiluble salts so that for the moment only 
the oultu1-e of rioe can be of some profit. Later on lucem and cotton can 
be added to the culture cycles. 
Corella and Fraga. have a more sandy texture, their penneabili ty 
is good and the capacity for water retention is much lower than that of 
the series of Cinco Villas and. Monegros. The series Corella is a little 
more loamy and deep than the series Fraga, nevertheless, Etmong the cereals 
it is barley and rye wher.e we get produce, although vine is by far the main 
culture; second in importance is the olive. Vine is culUvated almost 
exclusively in the series Corella and a little in Fraga and, here almond 
trees accompany the olive trees. 
The series Pamplona has scarcely BilY representation in the province 
of Hueeoa as it is almost always covered by gravel te?Taces or the very 
strong gradient makes it impossible to have any cultures. 
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The series Haro, N~jera. and Caspe have a very heterogeneous profile 
as they are fonned upon alternating stratus of marls and sandstone; penneability 
is of a medium type and as the consequence of the high con tents of lime, they 
are not very plastic. These are soils agrologiaally very poor c;'lue ma.inly to 
the topography and sandstone, which do not allow arry agricultural labor. 
Therefore, they are generullycovered with bushes and can be conaidered as 
soils of forestal produota. The series stony Najera is fit for vine culture. 
The series Peralta and Bujaraloz, for their physical properties, the 
high contents in gypsum and the eca.rce depth of the profile a.re series with 
very .little or no agrological value and very few probabilities of reforesting. 
These soils are at the moment unimprov·ed land where goat heTda are grazi~, 
which is th~ only possible exploitation for these soils. 
The series Alf amen is very penneable, with sea.roe oa.paci ty for water 
retention and not plastic; these properties, together with vecy little rain, 
fall make these soils very poor end they a.re also dedicated to the culture 
of rye and vine. 
The remaining series, not considered before, a.re soils which, due 
to their profile, topogranhy and height are not fit for agriculture, their 
foreatal value varies according to their rainfall. These zon~a are in urgent 
need of reforestation in the places where the forest has disappeared and 
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